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NON-CMC SOLUTIONS OF THE EINSTEIN CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS
ON COMPACT MANIFOLDS WITH APPARENT HORIZON BOUNDARIES

MICHAEL HOLST, CALEB MEIER, AND G. TSOGTGEREL

ABSTRACT. In this article we continue our effort to do a systematic development of the
solution theory for conformal formulations of the Einsteinconstraint equations on com-
pact manifolds with boundary. By building in a natural way onour recent work in Holst
and Tsogtgerel (2013), and Holst, Nagy, and Tsogtgerel (2008, 2009), and also on the
work of Maxwell (2004, 2005, 2009) and Dain (2004), under reasonable assumptions on
the data we prove existence of both near- and far-from-constant mean curvature solutions
for a class of Robin boundary conditions commonly used in theliterature for modeling
black holes, with a third existence result for constant meancurvature (CMC) appearing
as a special case. Dain and Maxwell addressed initial data engineering for space-times
that evolve to contain black holes, determining solutions to the conformal formulation
on an asymptotically Euclidean manifold in the CMC setting,with interior boundary
conditions representing excised interior black hole regions. Holst and Tsogtgerel com-
piled the interior boundary results covered by Dain and Maxwell, and then developed
general interior conditions to model the apparent horizon boundary conditions of Dain
and Maxwell for compact manifolds with boundary, and subsequently proved existence
of solutions to the Lichnerowicz equation on compact manifolds with such boundary
conditions. This paper picks up where Holst and Tsogtgerel left off, addressing the gen-
eral non-CMC case for compact manifolds with boundary. As inour previous articles,
our focus here is again on low regularity data and on the interaction between different
types of boundary conditions. While our work here serves primarily to extend the solu-
tion theory for the compact with boundary case, we also develop several technical tools
that have potential for use with the asymptotically Euclidean case.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This article represents the second installment in a systematic development of the solu-
tion theory for conformal formulations of the Einstein constraint equations on compact
manifolds with boundary. Our development began in [13] by leveraging the technical
tools we had developed in [12] for both the CMC (constant meancurvature) and non-
CMC cases in the simpler setting of closed manifolds. The case of compact manifolds
with boundary, while more complicated than the closed case,and often viewed as sim-
ply an approximation to the more physically realistic asymptotically Euclidean case, is
itself an important problem in general relativity; it is particularly important in numer-
ical relativity, where it arises in models of Cauchy surfaces containing asymptotically
flat ends and/or trapped surfaces. Moreover, various technical obstacles that arise when
extending the solution theory for closed manifolds developed in [12, 20] to the case of
asymptotically Euclidean manifolds have analogues in the compact with boundary case.

Our results here build on the non-CMC analysis framework from [12], and leverage a
number technical tools developed in [13] for the Lichnerowicz equation on compact man-
ifolds with boundary. The framework in [12] is particularlyeffective for producing exis-
tence results for the non-CMC case without using the so-called near-CMC assumptions
primarily because it isolates any assumptions about the strength of the nonlinear coupling
between the two equations to the global barrier construction. The overall Schauder-type
fixed-point argument in [12, 20] is based entirely on topological properties of the fixed-
point map generated by the constraints, and on the properties of the spaces on which the
map operates. Nearly all of the required properties can be established without resorting
to any type of near-CMC condition that restricts the strength of the nonlinear coupling
between the two constraints. This allows one to focus entirely on the problem of con-
structing global barriers free of the near-CMC condition (cf. [11, 20] for the first such
constructions). It is useful to note that the “near-CMC” assumption allows for the mean
curvature to be non-constant, but requires that the mean curvature not vanish and be
bounded by some multiple of its gradient, while the “far-from-CMC” assumption simply
means that the mean curvature is free of the near-CMC hypothesis.

We began a systematic study of the case of compact manifolds with boundary im-
mediately after the work on the closed case in [12], which developed into [13]. The
complexity of treating the boundary conditions carefully in [13] led us to focus that work
on the Lichnerowicz equation alone, restricting the analysis of the boundary difficulties
to that equation in isolation from the momentum constraint,as it is the main source of
nonlinearity in the coupled constraint system. In [5] and [18], Dain and Maxwell had
addressed initial data engineering for Einstein’s equations that would evolve into space-
times containing black holes. They determined solutions tothe conformal formulation
on asymptotically Euclidean manifolds with interior boundary conditions in the CMC
case. The interior boundary results from [5, 18] were compiled in [13], and then gen-
eral interior conditions were developed in order to model the apparent horizon boundary
conditions of Dain and Maxwell for compact manifolds with boundary. In [13] we then
proved existence of solutions to the Lichnerowicz equationon compact manifolds with
the aforementioned boundary conditions.

The first difficulty encountered in completing the program in[13] was that even basic
results such as Yamabe classification of nonsmooth metrics on compact manifolds with
boundary were unavailable; only the smooth case had been previously examined (by
Escobar [8, 9]). In order to develop a theory that mirrors that of the closed case, Yamabe
classification was first generalized in [13] to nonsmooth metrics on compact manifolds
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with boundary. In particular, it was shown that two conformally equivalent rough metrics
could not have scalar curvatures with distinct signs. (In the case of closed manifolds,
Yamabe classification of rough metrics was also unavailable, and had to be established
in [12].) Other results were also extended to compact manifolds with boundary, such as
conformal invariance of the Hamiltonian constraint. The analysis framework from [12]
was then used in [13] to establish several existence resultsfor a large class of problems
covering a broad parameter regime, which included most of the cases relevant in practice.
As in the work on the non-CMC case for closed manifolds in [12], the focus in [13] (and
in this article) is on low regularity data and on the interaction between different types of
boundary conditions, which had not been carefully analyzedbefore.

We note that the Lichnerowicz equation was considered in isolation in [13], so that the
CMC case with marginally trapped surface boundary conditions (cf. §2.3) was not ex-
amined. However, the results for the Lichnerowicz equationallowed for variable coeffi-
cients in the critical nonlinear term; this allows the results for the Lichnerowicz equation
from [13] to be used to build the non-CMC results in this paperwithout modification.
We should point out that the primary reason that the Lichnerowicz equation alone was
considered in [13] instead of the CMC case, is that unlike thesetting of closed manifolds,
the constraint equationsdo not decouplein the CMC case; this is due to the boundary
conditions remaining coupled when using models of asymptotically Euclidean manifolds
with apparent horizon boundaries. Therefore, the treatment of the CMC case for mani-
folds with boundary requires essentially the same fully coupled topological fixed-point
argument as the non-CMC case. In fact, in this article our result for the CMC case is
simply a special case of our near-CMC result, and is not stated separately. An unfortu-
nate impact is that the techniques used for closed manifoldsin [12, 3, 19] to lower the
regularity of the metric in the CMC case a full degree below the best known rough metric
result in the non-CMC case (appearing in [12]) cannot be exploited for the CMC case on
compact manifolds with boundary (see also Remark 3.4). We note that Dilts [7] recently
has independently obtained solutions to a similar boundaryvalue problem to ours in this
article by also using the framework and supporting tools from [13, 12] in the special
case of smooth (W 2,p) metrics; however he does not account for the coupling that occurs
on the boundary, and therefore does not obtain solutions with apparent horizon bound-
aries. He also exploits the Green’s function technique developed by Maxwell in [20] for
smooth metrics inW 2,p that avoids constructing a subsolution. We have avoided using
the Green’s function approach here in order to develop existence results for the roughest
possible class of metrics (hab ∈ W s,p, p ∈ (1,∞), s > 1+ 3

p
), which will necessitate the

explicit construction of subsolutions.
In this article, we push our program further by considering the conformal formula-

tion in the non-CMC case on a compact manifold with boundary,subject to the class of
boundary conditions considered for the Lichnerowicz equation alone in [13]. Under rea-
sonable assumptions on the data, we establish existence of both near- and far-from-CMC
solutions to the conformal formulation on compact manifolds with interior (Robin-type)
boundary conditions similar to those in [13, 5, 18], and exterior boundary conditions
that are consistent with asymptotically Euclidean decay. As mentioned above, a third
result, for the CMC case, now comes simply as a special case ofthe near-CMC result.
While near-CMC and far-from-CMC existence results have been obtained for closed
manifolds [14, 15, 1, 12, 20], and near-CMC existence results have been obtained for
asymptotically Euclidean manifolds [4], results for compact manifolds with boundary
have required the CMC assumption. We begin the discussion right where [13] left off,
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combining the technical tools and results from our prior work in [12] and [13]. By fo-
cusing on compact models of an asymptotically Euclidean manifold with truncated ends
and excised black hole regions, in addition to extending thecompact with boundary exis-
tence theory, we believe that the techniques developed in this article will prove useful for
obtaining far-from-CMC solutions to the conformal formulation in the asymptotically
Euclidean case.

Outline of the paper. In §2, we present some preliminary material on notation, the
conformal method, and boundary conditions, briefly summarizing the more extensive
presentations of these topics in [12, 13]. In particular, in§2.1 we give a brief overview of
the notation we employ for spaces, norms, and related objects; in§2.2 we summarize the
conformal method; and in§2.3 we give an overview of the boundary conditions of pri-
mary interest, following closely the presentation from [13]. In §3 we give an overview of
the main results, summarized as two separate theorems for the near-CMC and far-from-
CMC cases, analogous to two of the three main results for the closed case developed
in [12]. In §4, we develop the necessary supporting results and estimatefor the momen-
tum constraint, and in§5 we similarly develop a number of supporting results needed
for treating the Hamiltonian constraint in the overall fixed-point argument. In§6, we
subsequently give several distinct global barrier constructions for the near-CMC and far-
from-CMC cases. Finally, in§7 we give the proofs of the two main theorems. Although
many of the technical tools we need have been established in [12, 13], some additional
required results are included in Appendix A.

2. PRELIMINARY MATERIAL

The results in this article leverage and then build on the analysis framework and the
supporting technical tools developed in our two previous articles [12, 13], including the
material contained in the appendices of both works. We have made an effort to use
completely consistent notation with these two prior works,and have also endeavored to
avoid as much a possible any replication of the technical tools. However, in an effort to
make the paper as self-contained as possible, we will give a brief summary below of the
(quite standard) notation we use throughout all three articles for Sobolev classes, norms,
and other objects.

2.1. Notation and conventions. As in [12, 13], the function spaces employed through-
out the article are fractional Sobolev classes; an overviewof the construction of fractional
order Sobolev spaces of sections of vector and tensor bundles can be found in the Ap-
pendix of [12], based on Besov spaces and partitions of unity. The case of the sections
of the trivial bundle of scalars can also be found in [10], andthe case of tensors can also
be found in [21]. Throughout the article we will use standardnotation for such function
spaces; cf. the introduction to [12] for an extensive a summary. In particular, our nota-
tion for Lp and Sobolev spaces and norms of sections of vector bundles over compact
manifolds is quite standard, which we briefly summarize below.

Let M be ann-dimensional smooth, compact manifold with non-empty boundary
∂M. Let∇a be the Levi-Civita connection associated with the metrichab ∈ C∞(T 0

2M),
that is, the unique torsion-free connection satisfying∇ahbc = 0. Here,X(T r

sM) denotes
a particular smoothness class of sections of the(r, s)-tensor bundle associated with the
tangent bundleTM of M. Let Rabc

d be the Riemann tensor of the connection∇a,
where the sign convention used in this article is(∇a∇b − ∇b∇a)vc = Rabc

dvd. Denote
by Rab := Racb

c the Ricci tensor and byR := Rabh
ab the Ricci scalar curvature of this

connection. Integration onM can be defined with the volume form associated with the
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metrichab, allowing for the construction ofLp-type norms and spaces. Given an arbitrary
tensorua1···ar b1···bs of typem = r + s, we define a real-valued function measuring its
magnitude at any pointx ∈ M as

|u| := (ua1···bsua1···bs)
1/2. (2.1)

TheLp-norm of an arbitrary tensor fieldua1···ar b1···bs onM can then be defined for any
1 6 p <∞ and forp = ∞ respectively using (2.1) as follows,

‖u‖p :=

(
∫

M

|u|p dx

)1/p

, ‖u‖∞ := ess sup
x∈M

|u|. (2.2)

The Lebesgue spacesLp(T r
sM) of sections of the(r, s)-tensor bundle, for1 6 p 6 ∞

can be construction through completion ofC∞(T r
sM) with respect to the norm, with the

casep = 2 giving Hilbert space structure. Denoting covariant derivatives of tensor fields
as∇kua1···am := ∇b1 · · ·∇bku

a1···am , wherek denotes the total number of derivatives
represented by the tensor indices(b1, . . . , bk), for any non-negative integerk and for any
1 6 p 6 ∞, the Sobolev norm onC∞(T r

sM) is given as follows,

‖u‖pk,p :=
k

∑

l=0

‖∇lu‖pp. (2.3)

The Sobolev spacesW k,p(T r
sM) of sections of the(r, s)-tensor bundle can be con-

structed through completion ofC∞(T r
sM) with respect to this norm. For the remain-

der of this paper, we letW k,p = W k,p(M) andWk,p = W k,p(TM). The Sobolev
spacesW k,p(T r

sM) are Banach spaces, and the casep = 2 is a Hilbert space. We have
Lp(T r

sM) =W 0,p(T s
rM) and‖s‖p = ‖s‖0,p. See the Appendix of [12] for a more care-

ful construction that includes real order Sobolev spaces ofsections of vector bundles.
We will also need to consider Sobolev spaces of functions andtensor bundles on the

boundary components ofM. If ∂M = Σ1 ∪ Σ2, where eachΣ1 andΣ2 are disjoint
boundary components ofM, we explicitly denote the boundary component when re-
ferring to Sobolev spaces on that component. For example, the space of scalar valued
Sobolev functions onΣi will be denoted byW k,p(Σi) and the space of(r, s)-tensors by
W k,p(T r

sΣi). We use the following notation for the norm that defines thesespaces:

‖u‖pk,p;Σi
:=

k
∑

l=0

‖∇lu‖pp;Σi
. (2.4)

For the boundary value problem that we consider in this paper, we will need to form
new Banach spaces from old Banach spaces using the direct product. Given two Banach
spacesX andY with norms‖ · ‖X and‖ · ‖Y ,

X × Y is a Banach space with norm(‖ · ‖qX + ‖ · ‖qY )
1/q
, q > 1. (2.5)

In particular, ifΣi represents a boundary component ofM for i ∈ {1, 2}, we will have
need to consider spaces of the form

W s,p ×W t,q(Σ1)×W t,q(Σ2),

with a norm given by the sum of appropriate powers of the normsof the respective spaces.
LetC∞

+ be the set of nonnegative smooth (scalar) functions onM. Then we can define
order cone

W s,p
+ :=

{

φ ∈ W s,p : 〈φ, ϕ〉 > 0 ∀ϕ ∈ C∞
+

}

, (2.6)

with respect to which the Sobolev spacesW s,p = W s,p(M) are ordered Banach spaces.
Here〈·, ·〉 represents the (unique) extension of theL2-inner product to a bilinear form
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W s,p ⊗W−s,p′ → R, with 1
p′
+ 1

p
= 1. The order relation is thenφ > ψ iff φ−ψ ∈ W s,p

+ .
We note that this order cone is normal only fors = 0.

Given two ordered Banach spacesX andY with order conesX+, Y+, we will have a
need to define an order cone on the Banach spaceX × Y . We define the order cone

(X × Y )+ = {(x, y) ∈ X × Y : x ∈ X+, y ∈ Y+}. (2.7)

In particular, ifM is a manifold with boundary∂M = Σ1 ∪ Σ2, then we may define an
order cone onW s,p(M) ×W t,q(Σ1) ×W t,q(Σ2) using definition (2.6). See Appendix
of [12], where the key ideas of ordered Banach spaces are reviewed.

2.2. The Einstein Constraint Equations and the Conformal Formulation. We give a
quick overview of the Einstein constraint equations in general relativity, and then define
weak formulations that are fundamental to both solution theory and the development of
approximation theory, following closely [12, 13].

Let (M, gµν) be a 4-dimensional spacetime, that is,M is a 4-dimensional, smooth
manifold, andgµν is a smooth, Lorentzian metric onM with signature(−,+,+,+). Let
∇µ be the Levi-Civita connection associated with the metricgµν . The Einstein equation
is

Gµν = κTµν ,

whereGµν = Rµν −
1
2
Rgµν is the Einstein tensor,Tµν is the stress-energy tensor, and

κ = 8πG/c4, with G the gravitation constant andc the speed of light. The Ricci tensor
isRµν = Rµσν

σ andR = Rµνg
µν is the Ricci scalar, wheregµν is the inverse ofgµν , that

is gµσgσν = δµ
ν . The Riemann tensor is defined byRµνσ

ρwρ =
(

∇µ∇ν − ∇ν∇µ

)

wσ,
wherewµ is any 1-form onM . The stress energy tensorTµν is assumed to be symmetric
and to satisfy the condition∇µT

µν = 0 and thedominant energy condition, that is,
the vector−T µνvν is timelike and future-directed, wherevµ is any timelike and future-
directed vector field. In this section Greek indicesµ, ν, σ, ρ denote abstract spacetime
indices, that is, tensorial character on the 4-dimensionalmanifoldM . They are raised
and lowered withgµν andgµν , respectively. Latin indicesa, b, c, d will denote tensorial
character on a 3-dimensional manifold.

The mapt :M → R is atime function iff the functiont is differentiable and the vector
field −∇µt is a timelike, future-directed vector field onM . Introduce the hypersurface
M := {x ∈ M : t(x) = 0}, and denote bynµ the unit 1-form orthogonal toM. By
definition ofM the formnµ can be expressed asnµ = −α∇µt, whereα, called the lapse
function, is the positive function such thatnµnν g

µν = −1. Let ĥµν andk̂µν be the first
and second fundamental forms ofM, that is,

ĥµν := gµν − nµnν , k̂µν := −ĥµ
σ∇σnν .

The Einstein constraint equations onM are given by
(

Gµν − κTµν
)

nν = 0.

A well known calculation allows us to express these equations involving tensors onM
as equations involvingintrinsic tensors onM. The result is the following equations,

3R̂ + k̂2 − k̂abk̂
ab − 2κρ̂ = 0, (2.8)

D̂ak̂ − D̂bk̂
ab + κ̂a = 0, (2.9)

where tensorŝhab, k̂ab, ̂a and ρ̂ on a 3-dimensional manifold are the pull-backs onM
of the tensorŝhµν , k̂µν , ̂µ andρ̂ on the 4-dimensional manifoldM . We have introduced
the energy densitŷρ := nµnµT

µν and the momentum current densitŷµ := −ĥµνnσT
νσ.
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We have denoted bŷDa the Levi-Civita connection associated toĥab, so(M, ĥab) is a 3-
dimensional Riemannian manifold, witĥhab having signature(+,+,+), and we use the
notationĥab for the inverse of the metriĉhab. Indices have been raised and lowered with
ĥab andĥab, respectively. We have also denoted by3R̂ the Ricci scalar curvature of the
metric ĥab. Finally, recall that the constraint equations (2.8)-(2.9) are indeed equations
on ĥab and k̂ab due to the matter fields satisfying the energy condition−ρ̂2 + ̂â

a 6 0
(with strict inequality holding at points onM whereρ̂ 6= 0; see [22]), which is implied
by the dominant energy condition on the stress-energy tensor T µν in spacetime.

The Conformal Formulation. Let φ denote a positive scalar field onM, and decom-
pose the extrinsic curvature tensork̂ab = l̂ab +

1
3
ĥabτ̂ , whereτ̂ := k̂abĥ

ab is the trace
and then̂lab is the traceless part of the extrinsic curvature tensor. Then, introduce the
following conformal re-scaling:

ĥab =: φ4 hab, l̂ab =: φ−10 lab, τ̂ =: τ,

̂a =: φ−10 ja, ρ̂ =: φ−8 ρ.
(2.10)

We have introduced the Riemannian metrichab on the 3-dimensional manifoldM, which
determines the Levi-Civita connectionDa, and so we have thatDahbc = 0. We have also
introduced the symmetric, traceless tensorlab, and the non-physical matter sourcesja

andρ. The different powers of the conformal re-scaling above arecarefully chosen so
that the constraint equations (2.8)-(2.9) transform into the following equations

−8∆φ+ 3Rφ+ 2
3
τ 2φ5 − labl

abφ−7 − 2κρφ−3 = 0, (2.11)

−Dbl
ab + 2

3
φ6Daτ + κja = 0, (2.12)

where in equation above, and from now on, indices of unhattedfields are raised and
lowered withhab andhab respectively. We have also introduced theLaplace-Beltrami
operator with respect to the metrichab, acting on smooth scalar fields; it is defined as
follows

∆φ := habDaDbφ. (2.13)

Equations (2.11)-(2.12) can be obtained by a straightforward albeit long computation. In
order to perform this calculation it is useful to recall thatbothD̂a andDa are connections
on the manifoldM, and so they differ on a tensor fieldCab

c, which can be computed
explicitly in terms ofφ, and has the form

Cab
c = 4δ(a

cDb) ln(φ)− 2habh
cdDd ln(φ).

We remark that the power four on the re-scaling of the metricĥab andM being 3-
dimensional imply that3R̂ = φ−5(3Rφ − 8∆φ), or in other words, thatφ satisfies the
Yamabe-type problem:

− 8∆φ+ 3Rφ− 3R̂φ5 = 0, φ > 0, (2.14)

where3R̂ denotes the scalar curvature corresponding to the physicalmetricĥab = φ4hab.
Note that for any other power in the re-scaling, terms proportional tohab(Daφ)(Dbφ)/φ

2

appear in the transformation. The set of all metrics on a compact manifold can be classi-
fied into the three disjoint Yamabe classesY+(M),Y0(M), andY−(M), corresponding
to whether one can conformally transform the metric into a metric with strictly positive,
zero, or strictly negative scalar curvature, respectively, cf. [16] (See also the Appendix
of [13]). We note that theYamabe problem is to determine, for a given metrichab,
whether there exists a conformal transformationφ solving (2.14) such that3R̂ = const.
Arguments similar to those above forφ force the power negative ten on the re-scaling
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of the tensor̂lab and ̂a, so terms proportional to(Daφ)/φ cancel out in (2.12). Finally,
the ratio between the conformal re-scaling powers ofρ̂ and ̂a is chosen such that the
inequality−ρ2 + habj

ajb 6 0 implies the inequality−ρ̂2 + ĥab̂
âb 6 0. For a complete

discussion of all possible choices of re-scaling powers, see the Appendix of [12].
There is one more step to convert the original constraint equation (2.8)-(2.9) into a

determined elliptic system of equations. This step is the following: Decompose the
symmetric, traceless tensorlab into a divergence-free partσab, and the symmetrized and
traceless gradient of a vector, that is,lab =: σab + (Lw)ab, whereDaσ

ab = 0 and we
have introduced theconformal Killing operator L acting on smooth vector fields and
defined as follows

(Lw)ab := Dawb +Dbwa − 2
3
(Dcw

c)hab. (2.15)

Therefore, the constraint equations (2.8)-(2.9) are transformed by the conformal re-
scaling into the following equations

−8∆φ + 3Rφ+ 2
3
τ 2φ5 − [σab + (Lw)ab][σ

ab + (Lw)ab]φ−7 − 2κρφ−3 = 0, (2.16)

−Db(Lw)
ab + 2

3
φ6Daτ + κja = 0. (2.17)

In the next section we interpret these equations above as partial differential equations for
the scalar fieldφ and the vector fieldwa, while the rest of the fields are considered as
given fields. Given a solutionφ andwa of equations (2.16)-(2.17), the physical metric
ĥab and extrinsic curvaturêkab of the hypersurfaceM are given by

ĥab = φ4hab, k̂ab = φ−10[σab + (Lw)ab] + 1
3
φ−4τhab,

while the matter fields are given by Eq (2.10).
From this point forward, for simplicity we will denote the Levi-Civita connection of

the metrichab on the 3-dimensional manifoldM as∇a rather thanDa, and the Ricci
scalar ofhab will be denoted byR instead of3R. Let (M, h) be a 3-dimensional Rie-
mannian manifold, whereM is a smooth, compact manifold with non-empty boundary
∂M, andh ∈ C∞(T 0

2M) is a positive definite metric. With the shorthand notation
C∞ = C∞(M× R) andC∞ = C∞(TM), let L : C∞ → C∞ andIL : C∞ → C∞ be
the operators with actions onφ ∈ C∞ andw ∈ C∞ given by

Lφ := −∆φ, (2.18)

(ILw)a := −∇b(Lw)ab, (2.19)

where∆ denotes the Laplace-Beltrami operator defined in (2.13), and whereL denotes
the conformal Killing operator defined in (2.15). We will also use the index-free notation
ILw andLw.

The freely specifiable functions of the problem are a scalar functionτ , interpreted as
the trace of the physical extrinsic curvature; a symmetric,traceless, and divergence-free,
contravariant, two index tensorσ; the non-physical energy densityρ and the non-physical
momentum current density vectorj subject to the requirement−ρ2 + j · j 6 0. The term
non-physical refers here to a conformal rescaled field, while physical refers to a confor-
mally non-rescaled term. The requirement onρ andj mentioned above and the particular
conformal rescaling used in the semi-decoupled decomposition imply that the same in-
equality is satisfied by the physical energy and momentum current densities. This is a
necessary condition (although not sufficient) in order thatthe matter sources in spacetime
satisfy the dominant energy condition. The definition of various energy conditions can
be found in [22, page 219]. Introduce the non-linear operatorsf : C∞ × C∞ → C∞ and
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IF : C∞ → C∞ given by

f(φ,w) = aτφ
5 + aRφ− aρφ

−3 − awφ
−7, and IF (φ) = bτ φ

6 + bj,

where the coefficient functions are defined as follows

aτ := 1
12
τ 2, aR := 1

8
R, aρ :=

κ
4
ρ,

aw := 1
8
(σ + Lw)ab(σ + Lw)ab, baτ := 2

3
∇aτ, baj := κja.

(2.20)

Notice that the scalar coefficientsaτ , aw, andaρ are non-negative, while there is no sign
restriction onaR.

With these notations, theclassical formulation (or the strong formulation) of the cou-
pled Einstein constraint equations reads as: Given the freely specifiable smooth functions
τ , σ, ρ, andj in M, find a scalar fieldφ and a vector fieldw in M solution of the system

Lφ+ f(φ,w) = 0 and ILw + IF (φ) = 0 in M. (2.21)

2.3. Boundary Conditions. Following [13], the two main types of boundary conditions
that we consider in this paper are exterior boundary conditions and interior boundary
conditions. Exterior boundary conditions occur when the asymptotic ends of a manifold
are removed and one needs to impose the correct decay conditions. The interior boundary
conditions arise when singularities are excised from the manifold and then conditions
are imposed on the boundary so that the region is either a trapped or marginally trapped
surface (cf. [13, 5, 18] ). We let∂M = ΣI ∪ ΣE , whereΣI andΣE denote the interior
and exterior boundary, respectively. Moreover, we assume that the interior and exterior
boundaries are the union of finitely many disjoint components:

ΣI =

M
⋃

i=1

Σi and ΣE =

N
⋃

i=M+1

Σi.

On a3-dimensional manifold, the exterior boundary condition for the conformal factor
φ is that it must satisfy

∂rφ+
1

r
(φ− 1) = O(r−3), (2.22)

wherer is the flat-space radial coordinate. This condition is chosen to ensure that the con-
formal data accurately models initial data for the asymptotically Euclidean case. More
specifically, this condition is chosen to ensure the correctdecay estimates forφ and to
give accurate values for the total energy [13, 23].

The solutionw to the momentum constraint must also satisfy certain Robin type con-
ditions to accurately model asymptotically Euclidean data. In [23], the vector Robin
condition

(Lw)bcνc

(

δab −
1

2
νaνb

)

+
6

7r
wb

(

δab −
1

8
νaνb

)

= O(r−3) (2.23)

is given for a3-dimensional asymptotically Euclidean manifold. Hereν is the outward
pointing normal vector field toΣE with respect to the non physical metricg andr is the
radius of a large spherical domain. Taking the right hand side in the above expression to
be zero, and using the fact that(δab + νaνb) is the inverse of(δab −

1
2
νaνb), we can rewrite

(2.23) as

(Lw)abνb +
6

7r
wb

(

δab +
3

4
νaνb

)

= 0. (2.24)
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Therefore, we impose the general vector Robin condition on the momentum constraint
for the exterior boundary:

(Lw)abνb + Ca
b wb = 0, (2.25)

which is general enough to include (2.24).
There are many different interior boundary conditions thathave been imposed in the

literature. For the sake of completeness, we will give a brief review of the boundary
conditions mentioned in [13], where Holst and Tsogtgerel compile a complete list of
interior conditions modeling marginally trapped surfaces. While the following interior
boundary conditions are presented forn-dimensional manifolds, we will focus on the
boundary condition given in (2.33) in the3-dimensional case.

Let Σi denote an interior boundary component and letν̂ be the outward pointing nor-
mal vector with respect to the physical metricĝ. The expansion scalars corresponding to
the outgoing and ingoing future directed geodesics toΣi are then given by

θ̂± = ∓(n− 1)Ĥ + trĝK̂ − K̂(ν̂, ν̂), (2.26)

where(n − 1)Ĥ = divĝ ν̂ is the mean extrinsic curvature ofΣi. The surfaceΣi is called
a trapped surface if̂θ± < 0 and a marginally trapped surface ifθ̂± 6 0. See [5, 18, 22]
for details.

Writing the expansion scalars in terms of the conformal quantities and settingq = n
n−2

as in [13], we have that

θ̂± = ∓(n− 1)φ−q

(

2

n− 2
∂νφ+Hφ

)

+ (n− 1)τ − φ−2qS(ν, ν), (2.27)

whereν = φq−1ν̂ is the unit normal with respect tog, and∂νφ is the derivative ofφ along
ν. In (2.27), we have also used that fact that the mean curvature Ĥ satisfies

Ĥ = φ−q

(

2

n− 2
∂νφ+Hφ

)

, (2.28)

whereH is the mean curvature with respect tog.
As in [13], we letθ+ = φq−eθ̂+ be the specified, scaled expansion factor for some

e ∈ R, and obtain

2(n− 1)

n− 2
∂νφ+ (n− 1)Hφ− (n− 1)τφq + S(ν, ν)φ−q + θ+φ

e = 0. (2.29)

Similarly, by specifyingθ− = φq−eθ̂− for somee ∈ R, we obtain

2(n− 1)

n− 2
∂νφ+ (n− 1)Hφ+ (n− 1)τφq − S(ν, ν)φ−q − θ−φ

e = 0. (2.30)

In (2.29),θ− remains unspecified, and in (2.30),θ+ is unspecified. So in either case, to
ensure thatθ± 6 0, conditions have to be imposed on eitherτ or S in order to ensure
that the unspecified expansion factor satisfies the marginally trapped surface condition.
In [13], Holst and Tsogtgerel developed general conditionson the initial data to ensure
that the trapped surface conditions are satisfied. In the case of (2.29) with specifiedθ+,
one assumes thatφ− satisfiesφ− 6 φ, τ 6 0 onΣI , e = −q, and requires either that

S(ν, ν) 6 0, (2.31)

2|S(ν, ν)|+ |θ+| 6 2(n− 1)|τ |φ2q
− ,
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or that

S(ν, ν) > 0, (2.32)

|θ+| 6 2S(ν, ν) + 2(n− 1)|τ |φ2q
− .

In the case of (2.30), whereθ− is specified, one assumes thate = q, S(ν, ν) > 0, and

2(n− 1)τ + |θ−| 6 2S(ν, ν)φ−2q
+ onΣI , (2.33)

whereφ+ satisfiesφ+ > φ. In [13], the authors assume thatτ > 0 onΣI . However, in
Theorem 3.2 we assume thatτ 6 0 on ΣI and in Theorem 3.3 we only assume thatτ
satisfies (2.33).

Conditions (2.29)-(2.30) are nonlinear, Robin conditionson the inner boundary com-
ponents for the conformal factorφ. Equations (2.31)-(2.32) constitute Robin boundary
conditions on the inner boundary components for the momentum constraint, which we
will discuss in more detail in the next section when we formulate the our boundary value
problem. See [13, 5, 18] for a complete discussion of the boundary conditions stated
above.

3. OVERVIEW OF THE MAIN RESULTS

The main results for this paper concern the existence of far-from-CMC and near-CMC
solutions to the conformal formulation of the Einstein constraint equations on a compact,
3-dimensional manifoldM with boundaryΣ. We assume that

∂M = ΣI ∪ ΣE , (3.1)

where the boundary segmentsΣI andΣE are decomposed further into finite segments as

ΣI =

M
⋃

i=1

Σi, and ΣE =

N
⋃

i=M+1

Σi, (M < N), with Σi ∩ Σj = ∅ if i 6= j.

We show that under certain conditions, the following system

−∆φ + aRφ+ aτφ
5 − a

w
φ7 − aρφ

−3 = 0, (3.2)

ILw + bτφ
6 + bj = 0, (3.3)

subject to the boundary conditions

∂νφ+
1

2
Hφ+

(

1

2
τ −

1

4
θ−

)

φ3 −
1

4
S(ν, ν)φ−3 = 0, onΣI , (3.4)

(Lw)abνb = V a, onΣI , (3.5)

∂νφ+ cφ = g, onΣE , (3.6)

(Lw)abνb + Ca
b wb = 0, onΣE , (3.7)

has a solution. In (3.4)-(3.7) we assume that

c > 0, g > 0 and g = δ(c+O(R−3)), δ > 0, (3.8)

∃α > 0 such that
∫

∂M

CabV
aV b > α|V |L2(∂M), ∀V ∈ L2.

The coefficientsaR, aτ , aw andaρ are defined in (2.20), andH andθ− are the mean ex-
trinsic curvature for the boundary and expansion factor forthe incoming null geodesics.
The operatorsL andIL are the conformal Killing operator and its divergence, defined in
(2.18).
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Remark 3.1. In (3.5), the vectorV will be chosen so that

V aνa = (2τ + |θ−|/2)B
6 − σ(ν, ν), (3.9)

whereB is a positive function. The condition implies thatS(ν, ν) = (2τ + |θ−|/2)B
6,

which is similar to the marginally trapped surface condition (2.33). The general ap-
proach is to solve(3.1)with boundary conditions(3.4)-(3.7), and then argue that we can
chooseB > ‖φ‖∞ sufficiently large so that the marginally trapped surface condition is
satisfied.

Now that we have clarified the statement of our problem, we canformally state our
main results as the following two theorems. Our first main result (Theorem 3.2 below)
covers both the Near-CMC and CMC cases.

Theorem 3.2. (Near-CMC and CMCW s,p solutions,p ∈ (1,∞), s ∈ (1 + 3
p
,∞))

Let (M, hab) be a3-dimensional, compact Riemannian manifold with boundary satisfy-
ing the conditions(3.1). Lethab ∈ W s,p(T 0

2M), wherep ∈ (1,∞) ands ∈ (1 + 3
p
,∞)

are given. Withd = s− 3
p
, selectq ande to satisfy:

• 1
q
∈ (0, 1) ∩ [3−p

3p
, 3+p

3p
] ∩ [1−d

3
, 3+sp

6p
),

• e ∈ [1,∞) ∩ [s− 1, s] ∩ [3
q
+ d− 1, 3

q
+ d].

Let Eq(3.8)hold and assume the data satisfies:

• θ− ∈ W s−1− 1

p
,p(ΣI),

• c, g ∈ W s−1− 1

p
,p(ΣE),

• Ca
b ∈ W e−1− 1

q
,q(T 1

1ΣE),
• V ∈ We−1,q, V aνa = (2τ + |θ−|/2)B

6 − σ(ν, ν),
• τ ∈ W s−1,p if e > 2, andτ ∈ W 1,z ∩ L∞ otherwise, withz = 3p

3+max{0,2−s}p
,

• (4τ∨ + |θ|∨) > 0 onΣI ,
• σ ∈ W e−1,q,
• ρ ∈ W s−2,p

+ ,
• j ∈ We−2,q.

In addition, assume thata∨τ > k1, whereaτ is defined in(2.20), and where

k1 = 2C2(‖bτ‖z)2, (3.10)

withC is a positive constant. If at least one of the following additional conditions hold:
(a) ρ∨ > 0,
(b) a∨σ is sufficiently large,

whereaσ is defined in(2.20), then there exists a solutionφ ∈ W s,p with φ > 0 and
w ∈ We,q to equations(3.2)-(3.3)with boundary conditions(3.4)-(3.8). Moreover, with
an additional smallness assumption onτ onΣI , the marginally trapped surface boundary
condition in(2.33)is satisfied.

Our second main result (Theorem 3.3 below) covers three distinct non-CMC cases for
which both the Near-CMC and CMC assumptions are violated. Case (a) in Theorem 3.3
puts no restrictions on the size ofτ orDτ , but requires a smallness condition on the ex-
terior boundary data that leads to a departure of the model from faithfully approximating
asymptotically Euclidean boundaries, while preserving the trapped surface conditions.
Cases (b) and (c) remove the smallness condition on the exterior boundary to faithfully
preserve the asymptotically Euclidean model by introducing smallness conditions onτ
and/orDτ to satisfy the trapped surface conditions, yet still allow for violation of the
near-CMC condition.
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Theorem 3.3. (Non-CMCW s,p solutions,p ∈ (1,∞), s ∈ (1 + 3
p
,∞))

Let (M, hab) be a3-dimensional, compact Riemannian manifold with boundary satisfy-
ing the conditions(3.1). Let hab ∈ W s,p(T 0

2M) and be inY+, wherep ∈ (1,∞) and
s ∈ (1 + 3

p
,∞) are given. Withd = s− 3

p
, selectq ande to satisfy:

• 1
q
∈ (0, 1) ∩ [3−p

3p
, 3+p

3p
] ∩ [1−d

3
, 3+sp

6p
),

• e ∈ [1,∞) ∩ [s− 1, s] ∩ [3
q
+ d− 1, 3

q
+ d].

Let Eq(3.8)hold and assume the data satisfies:

• θ− ∈ W s−1− 1

p
,p(ΣI) ∩ L

∞(ΣI),

• c, g ∈ W s−1− 1

p
,p(ΣE),

• Ca
b ∈ W e−1− 1

q
,q(T 1

1ΣE),
• V ∈ We−1,q, V aνa = (2τ + |θ−|/2)B

6 − σ(ν, ν),
• τ ∈ W s−1,p if s > 2, andτ ∈ W 1,z ∩ L∞ otherwise, withz = 3p

3+max{0,2−s}p
,

• (4τ∨ + |θ|∨) > 0 onΣI ,
• σ ∈ W e−1,q with ‖σ‖∞ sufficiently small,
• ρ ∈ W s−2,p

+ ∩ L∞\{0}, with ‖φ‖∞ sufficiently small,
• j ∈ We−2,q with ‖j‖e−2,q sufficiently small.

Additionally assume that at least one of the following hold:

(a) δ > 0 is sufficiently small in(3.8);
(b) a∨R > 0 is sufficiently large;
(c) ‖θ−‖∞ is sufficiently small, andDτ is sufficiently small.

Then:
Case (a): The functionB in (3.9) can be chosen so that the marginally trapped sur-

face boundary condition in(2.33) is satisfied, and subsequently there exists a solution
φ ∈ W s,p with φ > 0 andw ∈ We,q to equations(3.2)-(3.3) with boundary conditions
(3.4)-(3.8).

Cases (b) and (c): There exists a solutionφ ∈ W s,p with φ > 0 and w ∈ We,q to
equations(3.2)-(3.3)with boundary conditions(3.4)-(3.8). With an additional smallness
assumption onτ onΣI , the marginally trapped surface boundary condition in(2.33)may
be satisfied.

Remark 3.4. We pointed out earlier that while Holst and Tsogtgerel in[13] proved ex-
istence (and when possible, uniqueness) of solutions to theLichnerowicz equation for
a rather extensive collection of boundary conditions similar to those discussed in Sec-
tion 2.3, they did not attempt to prove existence of CMC solutions to the coupled system
(3.2)-(3.3) satisfying the marginally trapped surface conditions(2.31)-(2.33). The de-
pendence of the coefficientS(ν, ν) on the size of the conformal factorφ as required by
the marginally trapped surface conditions leaves the equations coupled even in the CMC
case; hence any results for the CMC case would require non-CMC techniques, and this
was left for this second paper. In the case of closed manifolds, the CMC condition decou-
ples the equations so that obtaining existence results for the Lichnerowicz equation for
rough metrics is essentially sufficient (modulo some well-known estimates for the con-
formal Killing operator) to obtain analogous rough metric results for the (decoupled)
system, allowing for lower regularity solutions than in thenon-CMC case. This is due
to the fact that the CMC decoupling in the case of closed manifolds frees one from es-
timating w in terms ofφ; such estimates require additional regularity assumptions on
h. Holst and Tsogtgerel in[13] proved existence of Lichnerowicz solutions for metrics
h ∈ W s,p, with s > 3

p
; these results are a direct analogue of the CMC results in[12],
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made possible by ignoring this boundary coupling that we nowaccount for here. In the
case of compact manifolds with boundary, where the marginally trapped surface condi-
tions produce a boundary coupling between the momentum and Hamiltonian constraints
that remains even in the CMC setting, there appears to be little hope of obtaining a lower
regularity CMC result using these same techniques, along the lines of what was possible
in [12, 13]. Therefore, Theorem 3.2 above will be sufficient for obtaining the rough-
est possible CMC solutions using our approach here, and we will not state explicitly a
separate CMC existence result.

For the above problem, one views eachΣI =
⋃M

i=1Σi as the interior black hole re-
gions contained within a compact subset of an asymptotically Euclidean manifold. The
exterior boundary conditions (3.6)-(3.7) come from the decay conditions (2.22)-(2.23).
We note that the conditiong = δ(c+O(R−3)) in (3.8) is consistent with asymptotically
Euclidean decay when the conformal factorφ tends toδ > 0 at infinity. The interior
boundary conditions (3.4)-(3.5) onφ andw are derived from the marginally trapped sur-
face condition (2.33) discussed in Section 2.3 in the event that the expansion factorθ− is
specified. The componentsΣE =

⋃N
i=M+1Σi represent the asymptotic ends of this man-

ifold and the exterior boundary conditions (3.6)-(3.7) areimposed so that the solutions
on the compact regionM exhibit the correct asymptotic behavior.

In order to solve the above problem, we will require the coupled fixed point solution
framework used in [12], which is based on Theorem 3.5 below. The are two main difficul-
ties we encounter in attempting to apply the solution framework of [12] to this particular
problem. The first difficulty lies in reformulating the conformal equations (3.2), with
the boundary conditions (3.4)-(3.7), in a manner that allows us to utilize this framework.
This requires adapting many of the supporting results in [12] to incorporate our boundary
problem and reformulating the boundary problem itself. Following the approach taken
in [13], we must formulate the conformal equations with boundary conditions (3.4)-(3.7)
as a nonlinear, fixed point problem on a certain closed, convex and bounded subset of
a Banach space. We must then show that the operator defining our fixed point problem
is continuous, compact, and invariant on this subspace. In order to show that this op-
erator is invariant, one requires what are known as global sub- and super-solutions for
the above system. While this was done for the case on the Lichnerowicz equation on
compact manifolds with boundary in [13], determining global sub- and super-solutions
in the non-CMC setting for our boundary value problem is the other primary difficulty in
applying the fixed point framework from [12].

In the following section, we restate the fixed point theoremsused in [12] for con-
venience. Then the rest of the paper is dedicated to reformulating our problem in this
framework, adapting results from [12] and [13], and then determining global sub-and
super-solutions.

3.1. Coupled Fixed Point Theorems and Outline of Proofs.In Theorem 3.5 below
we give some abstract fixed-point results which form the basic framework for our anal-
ysis of the coupled constraints. These topological fixed-point theorems will be the main
tool by which we shall establish Theorems 3.3-3.2 above. They have the important fea-
ture that the required properties of the abstract fixed-point operatorsS andT appearing
in Theorem 3.5 below can be established in the case of the Einstein constraints without
using the near-CMC condition; this is not the case for fixed-point arguments for the con-
straints based onk-contractions (cf. [15, 1]) and the Implicit Function Theorem (cf. [4])
which require near-CMC conditions. The bulk of the paper then involves establishing
the required properties ofS andT without using the near-CMC condition, and finding
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suitable global barriersφ− andφ+ for defining the required setU that are similarly free
of the near-CMC condition (when possible).

We now set up the basic abstract framework we will use. LetX, Y , X, andY be
Banach spaces, and letF : X × Y → X andG : X → Y be (generally nonlinear)
operators. LetAIL : Y → Y be a linear invertible operator, and letAL : X → X

be a linear invertible operator satisfying the maximum principle, meaning thatALu 6

ALv ⇒ u 6 v. The order structures onX andX (and hence on their duals, which
we denote respectively asX∗ andX∗) for interpreting the maximum principle will be
inherited from ordered Banach spacesZ andZ (see the Appendix of [12]) through the
compact embeddingsX →֒ Z andX →֒ Z, which will also make available compactness
arguments. To formulate our problem in this abstract setting, letγI be the trace operator
ontoΣI andγE be the trace operator ontoΣE . As in [13] we define the following linear
and nonlinear operators:

AL(φ) =





−∆φ+ aRφ
γI(∂νφ) +

1
2
H(γIφ)

γE(∂νφ) + c(γEφ)



 (3.11)

AIL(w) =





ILw
γI((Lw)abνb)

γE((Lw)abνb) + Ca
b (γEwb)



 (3.12)

F (φ,w) =





aτφ
5 − awφ

−7 − aρφ
−3

(

1
2
γI(τ)−

1
4
θ−

)

(γI(φ))
3 − 1

4
S(ν, ν)(γI(φ))

−3

−g



 (3.13)

G(φ) =





bτφ
6 + bj

V

0



 . (3.14)

Forφ ∈ W s,p andw ∈ W e,q satisfying the exponent conditions of Theorems 3.3-3.2, we
have that

AL : X = W s,p →W s−2,p ×W s−1− 1

p
,p(ΣI)×W s−1− 1

p
,p(ΣE) = X, (3.15)

AIL : Y =W e,q → We−2,q ×W e−1− 1

q
,q(TΣI)×W e−1− 1

q
,q(TΣE) = Y,

F : X × Y = W s,p ×We,q → W s−2,p ×W s−1− 1

p
,p(ΣI)×W s−1− 1

p
,p(ΣE) = X,

G : X = W s,p → We−2,q ×W e−1− 1

q
,q(TΣI)×W e−1− 1

q
,q(TΣE) = Y.

Then following the discussion in [12], the coupled Hamiltonian and momentum con-
straints with boundary conditions (3.4) can be viewed abstractly as coupled operator
equations of the form:

AL(φ) + F (φ, w) = 0, (3.16)

AIL(w) +G(φ) = 0, (3.17)

or equivalently as the coupled fixed-point equations

φ = T (φ, w), (3.18)

w = S(φ), (3.19)

for appropriately defined fixed-point mapsT : X × Y → X andS : X → Y . The
obvious choice forS is thePicard mapfor (3.17)

S(φ) = −A−1
IL G(φ), (3.20)
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which also happens to be the solution map for (3.17). On the other hand, there are a
number of distinct possibilities forT , ranging from the solution map for (3.16), to the
Picard mapfor (3.16), which inverts only the linear part of the operator in (3.16):

T (φ, w) = −A−1
L F (φ, w). (3.21)

Assume now thatT is as in (3.21), and (for fixedw ∈ Y ) thatφ− andφ+ are sub- and
super-solutions of the semi-linear operator equation (3.16) in the sense that

AL(φ−) + F (φ−, w) 6 0, AL(φ+) + F (φ+, w) > 0.

The linear operatorAL is invertible and satisfies the maximum principle, which we will
show in Section 5. These conditions imply (see [12]) that forfixedw ∈ Y , φ− andφ+

are also sub- and super-solutions of the equivalent fixed-point equation:

φ− 6 T (φ−, w), φ+ > T (φ+, w).

For developing results on fixed-point iterations in orderedBanach spaces, it is convenient
to work with maps which are monotone increasing inφ, for fixedw ∈ Y :

φ1 6 φ2 =⇒ T (φ1, w) 6 T (φ2, w).

The mapT that arises as the Picard map for a semi-linear problem will generally not be
monotone increasing; however, if there exists a continuous, linear, monotone increasing
mapJ : X → X, then one can always introduce a positive shifts into the operator
equation

As
L(φ) + F s(φ, w) = 0,

with As
L = AL + sJ andF s(φ, w) = F (φ, w)− sJφ. Sinces > 0 the shifted operator

As
L retains the maximum principle property ofAL, and if s is chosen sufficiently large,

thenF s is monotone decreasing inφ. Under the additional condition onJ ands thatAs
L

is invertible, the shifted Picard map

T s(φ, w) = −(As
L)

−1F s(φ, w)

is now monotone increasing inφ. See Section 5 for verification of these properties ofT s.

We now give the main abstract existence result from [12] for systems of the form (3.18)–
(3.19).

Theorem 3.5. (Coupled Fixed-Point Principle[12]) LetX andY be Banach spaces,
and letZ be a real ordered Banach space having the compact embeddingX →֒ Z.
Let [φ−, φ+] ⊂ Z be a nonempty interval which is closed in the topology ofZ, and set
U = [φ−, φ+]∩BM ⊂ Z whereBM is the closed ball of finite radiusM > 0 in Z about
the origin. AssumeU is nonempty, and let the maps

S : U → R(S) ⊂ Y, T : U ×R(S) → U ∩X,

be continuous maps. Then there existφ ∈ U ∩X andw ∈ R(S) such that

φ = T (φ, w) and w = S(φ).

Proof. See [12]. �

Remark 3.6. We make some brief remarks about Theorem 3.5 (see also the discussion
following this results in[12]). Theorem 3.5 was specifically engineered for the analysis
of the fully coupled Einstein constraint equations; it allows one to establish simple suf-
ficient conditions on the mapT to yield the core invariance property by using barriers
in an ordered Banach space (for a review of ordered Banach spaces, see the Appendix
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of [12]). If the ordered Banach spaceZ in Theorem 3.5 had anormalorder cone, then
the closed interval[φ−, φ+] would automatically be bounded in the norm ofZ (see the
Appendix of[12] for this result). The interval by itself is also non-empty and closed
by assumption, and trivially convex (see the Appendix of[12]), so that Theorem 3.5
would follow immediately from a variation of the Schauder Theorem by simply taking
U = [φ−, φ+]. Note that the closed ballBM in Theorem 3.5 can be replaced with any
non-empty, convex, closed, and bounded subset ofZ having non-trivial intersection with
the interval[φ−, φ+].

Following our approach in [12], the overall argument used here to prove the non-CMC
results in Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 using Theorem 3.5 involves the following steps:

Step 1: The choice of function spaces. We will choose the spaces for use of Theorem 3.5
as follows:
• X =W s,p, with p ∈ (3, α+1

3
), α > 8, ands(p) ∈ (1 + 3

p
, 2).

• Y = W e,q, with e andq as given in the theorem statements.
• Z = W s̃,p, s̃ ∈ (1 + 3

p
− 4

α
, 1 + 3

p
), so thatX = W s,p →֒ W s̃,p = Z is

compact.
• U = [φ−, φ+]s̃,p ∩ BM ⊂ W s̃,p = Z, with φ− andφ+ global barriers (sub-

and super-solutions, respectively) for the Hamiltonian constraint equation
which satisfy the compatibility condition:0 < φ− 6 φ+ <∞.

Step 2: Construction of the mappingS. Assuming the existence of “global” weak sub-
and super-solutionsφ− and φ+, and assuming the fixed functionφ ∈ U =
[φ−, φ+]s̃,p ∩ BM ⊂ W s̃,p = Z is taken as data in the momentum constraint,
we establish continuity and related properties of the momentum constraint solu-
tion mapS : U → R(S) ⊂ W e,q = Y . (§4)

Step 3: Construction of the mappingT . Again existence of “global” weak sub- and
super-solutionsφ− and φ+, with fixed w ∈ R(S) ⊂ W e,q = Y taken as
data in the Hamiltonian constraint, we establish continuity and related prop-
erties of the Picard mapT : U × R(S) → U ∩ W s,p. Invariance ofT on
U = [φ−, φ+]s̃,p ∩ BM ⊂ W s̃,p is established using a combination ofa priori
order cone bounds and norm bounds. (§5)

Step 4: Barrier construction. Global weak sub- and super-solutionsφ− andφ+ for the
Hamiltonian constraint are explicitly constructed to build a nonempty, convex,
closed, and bounded subsetU = [φ−, φ+]s̃,p ∩ BM ⊂ W s̃,p, which is a strictly
positive interval. These include variations of known barrier constructions which
require the near-CMC condition, and also some new barrier constructions which
are free of the near-CMC condition. (§6) Note: This is the only place in the
argument where near-CMC conditions may potentially arise.

Step 5: Application of fixed-point theorem. The global barriers and continuity properties
are used together with the abstract topological fixed-pointresult (Theorem 3.5)
to establish existence of solutionsφ ∈ U ∩W s,p andw ∈ W e,q to the coupled
system:w = S(φ), φ = T (φ, w). (§7)

Step 6: Bootstrap. The above application of a fixed-point theorem is actually performed
for some low regularity spaces, i.e., fors 6 2 and e 6 2 , and a bootstrap
argument is then given to extend the results to the range ofs andp given in the
statement of the Theorem. (§7)

As was the case in [12, 13], the ordered Banach spaceZ plays a central role in Theo-
rem 3.5 and its application here. We will useZ = W t,q, t > 0, 1 6 q 6 ∞, with order
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cone defined as in (2.6). Given such an order cone, one can define the closed interval

[φ−, φ+]t,q = {φ ∈ W t,q : φ− 6 φ 6 φ+} ⊂W t,q,

which as noted earlier is denoted more simply as[φ−, φ+]q whent = 0, and as simply
[φ−, φ+] whent = 0, q = ∞. If we consider the intervalU = [φ−, φ+]t,q ⊂ W t,q = Z
defined using this order structure, for use with Theorem 3.5 it is important thatU be
convex (with respect to the vector space structure ofZ), closed (in the topology ofZ),
and (when possible) bounded (in the metric given by the norm on Z). It will also be
important thatU be nonempty as a subset ofZ; this will involve choosing compatibleφ−

andφ+. Regarding convexity, closure, and boundedness, we have the following lemma
from [12].

Lemma 3.7. (Order cone intervals inW t,q [12]) For t > 0, 1 6 q 6 ∞, the set

U = [φ−, φ+]t,q = {φ ∈ W t,q : φ− 6 φ 6 φ+} ⊂ W t,q

is convex with respect to the vector space structure ofW t,q and closed in the topology of
W t,q. For t = 0, 1 6 q 6 ∞, the setU is also bounded with respect to the metric space
structure ofLq = W 0,q.

Proof. See [12]. �

4. MOMENTUM CONSTRAINT

In this section we fix a particular scalar functionφ ∈ W s,p with sp > 3, and consider
separately the momentum constraint equation (3.3) with boundary conditions (3.5)-(3.7)
to be solved for the vector valued functionw. The result is a linear elliptic system of
equations for this variablew = wφ. Our goal is not only to develop some existence
results for the momentum constraint, but also to derive the estimates for the momentum
constraint solution mapS that we will need later in our analysis of the coupled system.

Let (M, h) be a 3-dimensional Riemannian manifold, whereM is a smooth, compact
manifold with boundary satisfying (3.1) withp ∈ (1,∞), s ∈ (1 + 3

p
,∞), andh ∈ W s,p

is a positive definite metric. With

q ∈ (1,∞), and e ∈ (2− s, s] ∩ (−s+ 3
p
− 1 + 3

q
, s− 3

p
+ 3

q
], (4.1)

fix the source terms

bτ , bj ∈ W e−2,q,V ∈ We−1,q, andCa
b ∈ W e−1− 1

q
,q(T 1

1ΣE) ∩ L
∞(T 1

1ΣE), (4.2)

whereCa
b satisfies (3.8). Fix a functionφ ∈ W s,p, and let

AIL : W e,q → We−2,q ×W e−1− 1

q
,q(TΣI)×W e−1− 1

q
,q(TΣE),

G :W s,p → We−2,q ×W e−1− 1

q
,q(TΣI)×W e−1− 1

q
,q(TΣE).

be as in (3.12) and (3.14).
The momentum constraint equation with Robin boundary conditions is the following:

find an elementw ∈ W e,q that is a solution of

AILw +G(φ) = 0. (4.3)
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4.1. Weak Formulation. In order to show that (4.3) has a solution, we employ the Lax-
Milgram Theorem in the case whenp ∈ (1,∞), s > 1+ 3

p
, e = 1 andq = 2 to show that

the weak formulation has a solution. We will then utilizea priori estimates to show that
solutions exist for the exponent ranges specified above.

Using the volume form given byh and integration by parts, the weak formulation of
(4.3) is then to findw ∈ W1,2 such that for allv ∈ W1,2,

∫

M

(Lw)ab(Lv)ab dx+
∫

ΣE

Ca
b γEwbγEva ds = −

∫

M

(baτφ
6 + baj )va dx

+

∫

ΣI

γIV
aγIva ds, (4.4)

wheredx is the measure induced byh andds is the measure induced by the metric on
∂M that is inherited fromh.

Remark 4.1. We observe that the bilinear form(4.4) is well defined forv ∈ W1,2, given
thatγiv ∈ W

1

2
,2(TΣi), i ∈ {I, E}, andV, (bτφ

6 + bj) ∈ L2 andCa
b ∈ L∞(T 1

1ΣI).

Letting

aL(w, v) =
∫

M

(Lw)ab(Lv)ab dx+
∫

ΣE

Ca
b γEwbγEva ds, (4.5)

and

f (v) = −

∫

M

(baτφ
6 + baj )va dx+

∫

ΣI

γIV
aγIva ds, (4.6)

we say thatAIL(w) +G(φ) = 0 weakly if aL(w, v) = f(v) for all v ∈ W1,2.
Our approach to proving that (4.3) is weakly solvable will beto verify that the shifted,

bounded linear operator

asL(w, v) = aL(u, v) + s(w, v), (4.7)

is coercive for somes > 0. We will then apply the Lax-Milgram Theorem and Riesz-
Schauder Theory to conclude that (4.3) has a unique, weak solution inW1,2.

4.1.1. Gårding’s Inequality.The primary inequality that we will need to establish in
order to show that (4.7) is coercive is the Gårding inequality. We just mention here that
the Gårding type inequality for the particular case of the spaceW 1,2

0 can be proven for
a general class of bilinear forms called strongly elliptic.See [24], exercise 22.7b, page
396. A bilinear forma : W 1,2

0 ×W 1,2
0 → R with action

a(u, v) =

∫

M

aac1···cnbd1···dn∇
auc1···cn∇bvd1···dn dx

+

∫

M

bc1···cnd1···dnu
c1···cnvd1···dn dx

is strongly elliptic iff there exists a positive constantα0 such that

aac1···cnbd1···dnζ
aζbuc1···cnud1···dn > α0 ζaζ

a uc1···cnu
c1···cn

for all vectorsζ ∈ R
3 and all tensorsuc1···cn ∈ R

3n. Notice that the bilinear form
aL : W 1,2

0 ×W 1,2
0 → R given byaL(u, v) = (Lu,Lv) is strongly elliptic, as the following
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calculation shows:
[

ζauc + ζcua −
2

3
hac(ζdu

d)
][

ζauc + ζcua −
2

3
hac(ζeu

e)
]

= 2(ζaζ
a)(ubu

b) +
2

3
(ζau

a)2 > 2(ζaζ
a)(ubu

b).

Hence, a Gårding type inequality is satisfied by the bilinear form aL on the Hilbert space
W 1,2

0 . However, this space is too small in our case where we need thesame inequality on
the spaceW 1,2.

We extend the Gårding inequality to the spaceW 1,2 in the following two results.

Lemma 4.2. (G̊arding’s inequality for L) Let (M, hab) be a 3-dimensional, com-
pact, Riemannian manifold, with Lipschitz boundary, and with a metrich ∈ W s,p, p ∈
(1,∞), s ∈ (1 + 3

p
,∞). Then, there exists a positive constantk0 such that the following

inequality holds
k0 ‖u‖21,2 6 ‖u‖22 + ‖Lu‖22 ∀u ∈ W 1,2. (4.8)

Proof. (Lemma 4.2.)See [6] for the proof. �

Using Lemma 4.2, we can immediately establish the same type of inequality for the
bilinear formaL(u, u) in (4.5) provided thatCa

b is positive definite in the sense of (3.8).

Corollary 4.3. (Gårding’s inequality for aL(w, v)) Let (M, hab) be a 3-dimensional,
compact, Riemannian manifold, with Lipschitz boundary andwith a metrich ∈ W s,p,
p ∈ (1,∞), s ∈ (1 + 3

p
,∞). Let aL(u, u) be the bilinear form defined in(4.5) for a

positive definite tensorCa
b ∈ L∞(T 1

1 (ΣE)) in the sense of(3.8). Then, there exists a
positive constantk1 such that the following inequality holds

k1 ‖u‖21,2 6 ‖u‖22 + aL(u, u) ∀w ∈ W1,2. (4.9)

Proof. (Corollary 4.3.) The definition of the bilinear form in (4.5) implies that

aL(u, u) = ‖Lu‖22 + 〈CγEu, γEu〉ΣI
, ∀u ∈ W 1,2.

Lemma 4.2 and the fact thatCa
b is positive definite imply the result. �

The above results combined with Riesz-Schauder theory allow us to conclude that (4.5)
is weakly solvable in Theorem 4.4 below. We note that while the positivity assump-
tion (3.8) used in Corollary 4.3 can be removed by using a morecomplex proof involv-
ing a trace inequality, the positivity assumption (3.8) is essential to showing injectivity
in Theorem 4.4 below. However, the positivity property is available in the practical situ-
ations of interest such as (2.25).

Theorem 4.4. (Momentum constraint)Suppose(M, h) is a connected,3-dimensional
manifold with boundary satisfying(3.1) and withh ∈ W s,p, p ∈ (1,∞), s > 1 + 3

p
.

Assume that the databτ ,bj ∈ W−1,2, V ∈ L2, σ ∈ L2(T 0
2M), and let the tensor

Ca
b ∈ L∞(T 1

1 (Σi)) be positive definite in the sense of(3.8). Then there exists a unique
solution to the weak formulation of the momentum constraint(4.5), and there exists a
constantC > 0 independentτ, j,V andσ such that the following estimate holds:

‖w‖1,2 6C
(

‖bτφ
6‖−1,2 + ‖bj‖−1,2 + ‖γIV‖− 1

2
,2;ΣI

)

. (4.10)

Proof. Settings > 0, Corollary 4.3 implies that the bilinear form (4.7) is coercive. By the
Lax-Milgram Theorem, for anyh ∈ W−1,2, we have that there exists a unique element
w ∈ W1,2 which satisfies

asL(w, v) = aL(w, v) + (w, v) = h(v).
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This defines a bounded, invertible operatorLs : W1,2 → W−1,2, where

Lsw = h ⇐⇒ asL(w, v) = h(v), for all v ∈ W1,2. (4.11)

If we letL be a similar operator defined by

Lw = h ⇐⇒ aL(w, v) = h(v), for all v ∈ W1,2, (4.12)

we have that

L+ sI = Ls, and (4.13)

Lw = h ⇐⇒ Lsw = h + sw.

Therefore, rewriting (4.13), we have that

Lw = h ⇐⇒ w − s(Ls)−1w = (Ls)−1h. (4.14)

Standard elliptic PDE theory tells us that the operator

Kw = s(Ls)−1w,

is compact, and we can therefore apply the Fredholm alternative to conclude that the
operatorL is Fredholm with index zero. Thus,dim(ker(L)) = codim(R(L)) and to
conclude that the operatorL is invertible (which implies the existence and uniqueness of
solutions to the weak formulation), we need only show that its kernel is trivial.

Assume thatL has a nontrivial kernel. This implies that there exists somew ∈ W1,2

such that

aL(w, v) =
∫

M

(Lw)ab(Lv)ab dx+
∫

ΣE

Ca
b γEwbγEva ds = 0, (4.15)

for all v ∈ W1,2. Therefore,

0 6 C‖∇w‖22 6
∫

M

(Lw)ab(Lv)ab dx = −

∫

ΣE

Ca
b γEwbγEva ds

6 −α‖γEw‖22;ΣE
6 0, (4.16)

whereα > 0 by the positive definite assumption onCa
b . If w 6= 0, then one of the above

two inequalities must be strict. In particular, if‖∇w‖2 = 0, thenw is constant and the
assumption thatw 6= 0 implies that‖w‖L2;ΣE

> 0. On the other hand, if‖w‖2;ΣE
= 0 and

w 6= 0, thenw is non-constant and‖∇w‖2 > 0. In either case, we have a contradiction
which allows us to conclude thatL has a trivial kernel and is invertible. Given that
f ∈ W−1,2, wheref is defined in (4.6), the weak formulation momentum constraint
(4.3) has a solution.

In order to establish thea priori estimate (4.10), we apply the open mapping theorem
to conclude thatL is open. Given thatL is invertible, we can then conclude thatL−1 :
W−1,2 → W1,2 is a bounded linear operator. So there exists someC > 0 such that for
anyh ∈ W−1,2,

‖L−1h‖1,2 6 C‖h‖−1,2. (4.17)

This implies that ifw is our unique, weak solution to the momentum constraint for
f ∈ W−1,2 given by (4.6), then

‖w‖1,2 6 C‖f ‖−1,2. (4.18)

The above bound (4.18) implies that

‖w‖1,2 6 C
(

‖bτφ
6 + bj‖−1,2 + ‖γIV‖− 1

2
,2;ΣI

)

, (4.19)

which is the desired estimate in (4.10). �
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Now that we have shown that weak solutionsw ∈ W1,2 exist, we utilize the following
regularity theorem to show that the Momentum constraint 4.3has a solution inWe,q,
with e, q satisfying (4.1), provided that the Robin data and coefficients functions satisfy
(4.2).

Theorem 4.5. (Regularity We,q) Let (M, h) be a connected,3-dimensional compact
manifold with boundary satisfying(3.1), and withh ∈ W s,p, p ∈ (1,∞), s ∈ (1 + 3

p
,∞).

Let∂M beCk, wherek > e > 1, and suppose that the Robin data and coefficients satisfy
the regularity assumptions(4.1). Then there exists a solutionw to the momentum con-
straint (4.3) in W e,q, and there exist positive constantsC1 andC2 such that the following
estimate holds,

‖w‖e,q 6C
(

‖bτφ
6‖e−2,q + ‖bj‖e−2,q + ‖γIV‖e−1− 1

q
,q;ΣI

)

. (4.20)

Proof. (Theorem 4.5.)We give just an outline of a proof following a standard approach.
Viewing the metric in local coordinates and applying interior and boundary estimates,
and then applying a partition of unity argument, one obtainsthe above result. In par-
ticular, one decomposes both the vector LaplacianIL and the boundary operators into a
sum of constant coefficient and slightly perturbed non-constant coefficient operators as in
Proposition 5.1 in [18] and Lemma B.3 in [13]. One then applies results for constant co-
efficient elliptic operators, interpolation inequalities, and (4.10) to obtain the result.�

Remark 4.6. If the dataV, bτ , bj satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4.5, andq ∈
(3,∞), 1 + 3

q
< e 6 2, thenWe,q →֒ W1,∞ and we have that

‖Lw‖∞ 6 ‖w‖1,∞ 6 C‖w‖e,q.

Combining this and the a priori estimate(4.20)and using the embeddingLz →֒ W e−2,q

for appropriatez, we have that

‖Lw‖∞ 6 C
(

‖φ‖6∞‖bτ‖z + ‖bj‖e−2,q + ‖γIV‖e−1− 1

q
,q;ΣI

)

. (4.21)

Furthermore, ifX ∈ W e−1− 1

q
,q(TM) andV is a vector field such that

γIV =
(

(2τ + |θ−|/2)B
6 − σ(ν, ν)

)

ν +X,

we can utilize(4.21)to obtain

‖Lw‖∞ 6C
(

‖φ+‖
6
∞‖bτ‖z + ‖bj‖e−2,q + ‖τB6‖e−1− 1

q
,q;ΣI

+‖θ−B
6‖e−1− 1

q
,q;ΣI

+ ‖σ(ν, ν)‖e−1− 1

q
,q;ΣI

+ ‖X‖e−1− 1

q
,q;ΣI

)

. (4.22)

Note that we have replacedφ with φ+ in (4.21)given that we are assumingφ+ is ana
priori upper bound onφ.

The bounds in equation(4.22)will be essential to controlaw in the Hamiltonian con-
straint in terms of the global super-solutionφ+. This will be necessary in order to obtain
our global sub-and super-solutions later.

Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 imply that the Picard map (in this case the solution map),

S : W s,p → We,q,

S(φ) = −A−1
IL G(φ),

is well-defined. In order to apply the Coupled Fixed Point Theorem 3.5, we will addi-
tionally require thatS be continuous, which we show in the following Lemma.
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Lemma 4.7. (Properties of the mapS) In addition to the conditions(4.1)and(4.2) im-
posed in the beginning of this section, lete ∈ [0, 2] andbτ ∈ Lz with z = 3q

max{0,(2−e)}q+3
.

Let the assumptions for Theorems 4.4 and 4.5, so that in particular the momentum con-
straint (4.3) is uniquely solvable inW e,q. With someφ+ ∈ W s,p satisfyingφ+ > 0, let
w1 andw2 be the solutions to the momentum constraint with the source functionsφ1 and
φ2 from the set[0, φ+] ∩W

s,p, respectively. Then,

‖w1 − w2‖e,q 6 C ‖φ+‖
5
∞‖bτ‖z ‖φ1 − φ2‖s,p. (4.23)

Proof. The functionsφ1 andφ2 pointwise satisfy the following inequalities

φn
2 − φn

1 =
(

n−1
∑

j=0

φj
2φ

n−1−j
1

)

(φ2 − φ1) 6 n (φ+)
n−1 |φ2 − φ1|,

−
[

φ−n
2 − φ−n

1

]

=
φn
2 − φn

1

(φ2φ1)n
6 n

(φ+)
n−1

(φ−)2n
|φ2 − φ1|,

(4.24)

for any integern > 0.
By Theorems 4.4 and 4.5, for a fixedφ ∈ (0, φ+),S−1 is an invertible operator between

Y =W e−2,q(TM)×W e−1− 1

q
,q(TΣI)×W e−1− 1

q
,q(TΣE)

andY =W e,q(TM). Hence, by the Bounded Inverse Theorem

‖w‖e,q 6 C‖G(φ)‖Y.

Therefore

‖w1 − w2‖e,q 6 C‖G(φ1)−G(φ2)‖Y = ‖bτ (φ
6
1 − φ6

2)‖e−2,q, (4.25)

given that the boundary terms onW e−1− 1

q
,q(ΣI) andW e−1− 1

q
,q(ΣE) do not depend onφ,

and so the norms corresponding to these terms in theY norm vanish.
Using (4.25), the inequalities (4.24), and the embeddingsW s,p →֒ L∞,Lz →֒ W e−2,q,

we obtain

‖w1 − w2‖e,q 6 C‖bτ (φ6
1 − φ6

2)‖e−2,q 6 C‖bτ (φ6
1 − φ6

2)‖z 6 C‖bτ‖z‖φ6
1 − φ6

2‖∞

6 6C‖φ+‖
5
∞‖bτ‖z ‖φ1 − φ2‖s,p.

�

5. THE HAMILTONIAN CONSTRAINT AND THE PICARD MAP T

In this section we fix a particular functionaw in an appropriate space and we then sep-
arately look for weak solutions of the Hamiltonian constraint (3.2) with Robin bound-
ary conditions (3.4)-(3.6). For convenience, we reformulate the problem here in a self-
contained manner. Our goal here is primarily to establish some properties and derive
some estimates for a Hamiltonian constraint fixed-point mapT that we will need later in
our analysis of the coupled system.

Let (M, h) be a 3-dimensional Riemannian compact manifold with boundary satisfy-
ing (3.1) and withp ∈ (1,∞) ands ∈ (3

p
,∞) ∩ [1,∞), h ∈ W s,p is a positive definite
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metric. Recall the operators

AL(φ) =





−∆φ + aRφ
γI(∂νφ) +

1
2
H(γIφ)

γE(∂νφ) + c(γEφ)



 , (5.1)

F (φ,w) =





aτφ
5 − awφ

−7 − aρφ
−3

(

1
2
γI(τ)−

1
4
θ−

)

(γI(φ))
3 − 1

4
S(ν, ν)(γI(φ))

−3

−g



 , (5.2)

introduced in Section 3.1. The dependence ofF (φ,w) on w is hidden in the fact that the
coefficientaw depends onw andS(ν, ν) = Lw(ν, ν) + σ(ν, ν), cf. (2.20).

Fix the source functions

aτ , aρ, aw ∈ W s−2,p
+ , aR =

1

8
R ∈ W s−2,p, and

θ−, H ∈ W s−1− 1

p
,p(ΣI), c, g ∈ W s−1− 1

p
,p(ΣE),

whereR is the scalar curvature of the metrich andH is the mean extrinsic curvature
on ΣI induced byh. (By Corollary A.5(b) in [13], we knowhab ∈ W s,p impliesR ∈

W s−2,p andH ∈ W s−1− 1

p
,p(ΣI). Here the pointwise multiplication by an element of

W s,p defines a bounded linear map inW s−2,p sinces−2 > −s and2(s− 3
p
) > 0 > 2−3,

cf. Corollary A.5(a) in [13]. Therefore we have that

AL :W s,p →W s−2,p ×W s−1− 1

p
,p(ΣI)×W s−1− 1

p
,p(ΣE), (5.3)

F : W s,p ×We,q → W s−2,p ×W s−1− 1

p
,p(ΣI)×W s−1− 1

p
,p(ΣE). (5.4)

We then formulate the Hamiltonian constraint equation withRobin boundary conditions
as follows: find an element that is a solution of

AL(φ) + F (φ,w) = 0. (5.5)

Recall from Section 3.1 that our approach for finding weak solutions to (5.5) is to
reformulate the problem as a fixed point problem of the form

φ = (As
L)

−1F s(φ,w) = T s(φ,w), (5.6)

where we assume thatw is fixed andAs
L andF s are the shifted operators defined in

Section 3.1. In order for this map to be well-defined, we obviously requireAs
L to be

an invertible map. Furthermore, we also will require the mapT s to be monotonically
increasing inφ, which will requireAs

L to satisfy the maximum principle. These two
properties ofAs

L are verified in Lemmas B.7 and B.8 in [13].
Now that we are sure that the mapT s is well-defined, we discuss some key properties

of this map that are essential in applying the coupled fixed point Theorem.

5.1. Invariance of T s given Global Sub-and Super-Solutions.To establish existence
results for weak solutions to the Hamiltonian constraint equation using fixed-point argu-
ments, we must show that the fixed point operatorT s in (5.6) is invariant on a certain
subspace. This will require the existence of generalized (weak) sub- and super-solutions
(sometimes called barriers) which will be derived later in§6. Let us recall the definition
of sub- and super-solutions in the following, in a slightly generalized form that will be
necessary in our study of the coupled system.

A function φ− ∈ (0,∞) ∩W s,p is called asub-solution of (5.1) iff the functionφ−

satisfies the inequality
ALφ− + F (φ−,w) 6 0, (5.7)
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for someaw ∈ W s−2,p. A functionφ+ ∈ (0,∞) ∩ W s,p is called asuper-solution of
(5.1) iff the functionφ+ satisfies the inequality

ALφ+ + F (φ+,w) > 0, (5.8)

for someaw ∈ W s−2,p. We say a pair of sub- and super-solutions iscompatibleif they
satisfy

0 < φ− 6 φ+ <∞, (5.9)

so that the interval[φ−, φ+] ∩ W s,p is both nonempty and bounded. In the following
discussion, we will assume thatφ− andφ+ are a compatible pair of barriers.

Now the we have discussed the basic properties of the linear mappingAL, we turn
to the properties of the fixed-point mappingT s : U × R(S) → X for the Hamiltonian
constraint, where we defineT s as in (5.6). In the following, we analyze the behavior of
T s(φ) for φ− 6 φ 6 φ+. For ease of notation, we let

X = W s−2,p ×W s−1− 1

p
,p(ΣI)×W s−1− 1

p
,p(ΣE). (5.10)

Lemma 5.1. (Properties of the mapT ) In the above described setting, assume that
p ∈ (α+1

α−1
, α+1

3
) for α > 4 and s ∈ (3

p
,∞) ∩ [1, 3 − 1

p′
]. With a = (a, aI , aE) ∈ X+

satisfyingai 6= 0 andψ ∈ W s,p
+ , let

Ψ = (ψ, 0, 0) and awΨ = (awψ, 0, 0) ∈ X.

Then letas = a + awΨ ∈ X. Fix the functionsφ−, φ+ ∈ W s,p such that0 < φ− 6 φ+,
and define the shifted operators

As
L : W s,p → X, As

Lφ := ALφ+ asφ, (5.11)

F s
w : [φ−, φ+]s,p → X, F s

w(φ) := Fw(φ)− asφ. (5.12)

For φ ∈ [φ−, φ+]s,p andaw ∈ W s−2,p, let

T s(φ, aw) := −(As
L)

−1F s
w(φ). (5.13)

Then, the mapT s : [φ−, φ+]s,p × W s−2,p → W s,p is continuous in both arguments.
Moreover, there exists̃s ∈ (1 + 3

p
− 4

α
, 1 + 3

p
) and constantsC1, C2 such that

‖T (φ, aw)‖s,p 6 C1(1 + ‖aw‖s−2,p)‖φ‖s̃,p + C2, (5.14)

for all φ ∈ [φ−, φ+]s,p andaw ∈ W s−2,p.

Proof. We first bound

‖F s
w(φ)‖X 6 ‖aτφ

5 − awφ
−7 − aρφ

−3 − (a+ awψ)φ‖s−2,p (5.15)

+

∥

∥

∥

∥

(

1

2
τ −

1

4
θ−

)

(γI(φ))
3 −

1

4
S(ν, ν)(γI(φ))

−3 − aIγI(φ)

∥

∥

∥

∥

s−1− 1

p
,p;ΣI

+ ‖g − aEγE(φ)‖s−1− 1

p
,p;ΣE

,

= ‖f s
w(φ)‖s−2,p + ‖hs(φ)‖s−1− 1

p
,p;ΣI

+ ‖gs‖s−1− 1

p
,p;ΣE

.

By applying Lemma 29 from [12] (recalled as Lemma A.6 in [13]), for anys̃ ∈ (3
p
, s],

s− 2 ∈ [−1, 1] and 1
p
∈ ( s−1

2
δ, 1− 3−s

2
δ) with δ = 1

p
− s̃−1

3
, we have

‖f s
w(φ)‖s−2,p 6 C

(

‖aτ‖s−2,p ‖φ
4
+‖∞ + ‖aρ‖s−2,p ‖φ

−4
− ‖∞ (5.16)

+ ‖aw‖s−2,p (‖φ
−8
− ‖∞ + ‖ψ‖s̃,p) + ‖a‖s−2,p

)

‖φ‖s̃,p.
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Let us verify that1
p

is indeed in the prescribed range. First, given the assumptions ons̃

we haveδ = 1
3
+ 1

p
− s̃

3
< 4

3α
. By subsequently taking into accounts > 1, we infer that

1− 3−s
2
δ > 1− 4

3α
= 3α−4

3α
. This shows1

p
< 1− 3−s

2
δ for p > 3α

3α−4
, which is not sharp,

but will be sufficient for our analysis. For the other bound, we need1
p
> s−1

2
δ. Given that

δ < 4
3α

, we have thats−1
2
δ < 2(s−1)

3α
and because1 6 s 6 3 − 1

p′
, we have2(s−1)

3α
< 4

3α
.

The assumption thatp < α+1
3

implies thatp < 3α
4

, and therefore thats−1
2
δ < 4

3α
< 1

p
. So

1
p

is in the prescribed range.
Applying Lemma 29 from [12] again we have that

‖h(φ)‖s−1− 1

p
,p;ΣI

6 C1

(

‖τ‖s−1− 1

p
,p;ΣI

‖(γI(φ))
2‖∞;ΣI

+ ‖θ−‖s−1− 1

p
,p;ΣI

‖(γI(φ))
2‖∞;ΣI

+‖aI‖s−1− 1

p
,p;ΣI

)

‖γI(φ)‖s̃− 1

p
,p;ΣI

(5.17)

+ C2

(

‖τ‖s−1− 1

p
,p;ΣI

+ ‖θ−‖s−1− 1

p
,p;ΣI

)

‖B‖5∞‖B‖s̃− 1

p
,p;ΣI

where we have used the fact thatS(ν, ν) = (2γI(τ) + |θ−|/2)B
6.

We again verify the conditions of Lemma 29 from [12]. Given thats ∈ [1, 3− 1
p′
], we

observe thats− 1− 1
p
∈ [−1, 1]. We also require1

p
∈ (

s− 1

p

2
δ, 1 −

2+ 1

p
−s

2
δ). We observe

that0 < δ = 1
p
− (

s̃− 1

p
−1

2
) = 1

2
− (

s̃− 3

p

2
) < 2

α
sinces̃ ∈ (1 + 3

p
− 4

α
, 1 + 3

p
). Sinces > 1,

we have that1−
2+ 1

p
−s

2
δ > 1−

1+ 1

p

α
= 1− 1

α
− 1

αp
. Requiring1

p
< 1− 1

α
− 1

αp
implies that

p > α+1
α−1

, which holds by assumption. Finally, we observe that
s− 1

p

2
δ <

s− 1

p

α
6

3− 1

p

α
< 1

p

if p < α+1
3

, which holds by assumption.
We must now bound the terms in (5.17) involving theL∞(ΣI) norm ofγI(φ) in terms

of our sub-and-super solutions. Letu ∈ W s,p. Then there exists a sequence{um} ⊂
C∞(M) such thatum → u in W s,p, and becauses > 3

p
, um → u in L∞. Moreover, by

the continuity of{um} we clearly have that

‖γI(um)‖∞;ΣI
= sup

x∈ΣI

|um(x)| 6 ‖um‖∞ 6 ‖u‖∞ + ǫ(m),

whereǫ(m) → 0 asm → ∞. We therefore have that‖u‖∞;ΣI
6 ‖u‖∞. Using this fact,

(5.17) becomes

‖h(φ)‖s−1− 1

p
,p;ΣI

6 C1

(

‖τ‖s−1− 1

p
,p;ΣI

‖φ2
+‖∞

+ ‖θ−‖s−1− 1

p
,p;ΣI

‖φ2
+‖∞

+‖aI‖s−1− 1

p
,p;ΣI

)

‖γI(φ)‖s̃− 1

p
,p;ΣI

(5.18)

+ C2

(

‖τ‖s−1− 1

p
,p;ΣI

+ ‖θ−‖s−1− 1

p
,p;ΣI

)

‖B‖5∞‖B‖s̃− 1

p
,p;ΣI

.

Similarly, we have that

‖gs‖s−1− 1

p
,p;ΣE

6 ‖g‖s−1− 1

p
,p;ΣI

+ C‖aE‖s−1− 1

p
,p;ΣE

‖γE(φ)‖s̃− 1

p
,p;ΣE

. (5.19)

Combining Eqs (5.15), (5.16), (5.18),(5.19) and utilizingthe Trace Theorem to obtain
the bound

‖φ‖s̃− 1

p
,p;Σi

6 ‖φ‖s̃,p, for i ∈ {I, E},
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we have that

‖F s
w(φ)‖X 6 C1(1 + ‖aw‖s−2,p)‖φ‖s̃,p + C2. (5.20)

To finalize the proof of (5.14), note that the operatorAs
L is invertible by Lemma B.8

in [13], since the functionas is positive. The inverse(As
L)

−1 : X → W s,p is bounded by
the Bounded Inverse Theorem; this gives (5.14), with possibly different constants than
in (5.20).

The continuity of the mappingF s
w : [φ−, φ+]s,p → X for any aw ∈ W s−2,p follows

becauseF s
w is a composition of continuous maps, and the continuity ofaw 7→ F s

w(φ) for
fixedφ ∈ [φ−, φ+]s,p is obvious. Being the composition of continuous maps,(φ, aw) 7→
T s

w(φ) is also continuous. �

The following lemma shows that by choosing the shift sufficiently large, we can make
the mapT s monotone increasing. This result is important for ensuringthat the Picard
mapT for the Hamiltonian constraint is invariant on the interval[φ−, φ+] defined by
sub- and super-solutions. There is an obstruction that the scalar curvature and should
be continuous, which is a sufficient condition to guarantee that pointwise multiplication
in the spaceW s,p ⊗W s−2,p → W s−2,p be continuous operation. This assumption can
be handled in the general case by conformally transforming the metric to a metric with
continuous scalar curvature and using the conformal covariance of the Hamiltonian con-
straint, cf. Section 7.1 and Lemma A.2. (We omit explicitly writing the trace mapsγI and
γE for quantities evaluated on the boundariesΣI andΣE in the statement of Lemma 5.2
below without danger of confusion.)

Lemma 5.2. (Monotone increasing property ofT ) In addition to the conditions of
Lemma 5.1, letaR, H andc be continuous and define the shift functionas = a + awΨ,
wherea andawΨ are as in Lemma 5.1 and

a = max{1, aR}+ 5aτφ
4
+ + 3aρ

φ2
+

φ6
−

, ψ = 7
φ6
+

φ14
−

, (5.21)

aI = max{1, H}+
3

2
|τ |φ2

+ +
3

4
|θ−|φ

2
+ +

3B6

4
(2|τ |+ |θ−|/2)

φ2
+

φ6
−

, onΣI

aE = max{1, c}, onΣE .

Then, for any fixedaw ∈ W s−2,p, the mapφ 7→ T s(φ, aw) : [φ−, φ+]s,p → W s,p is
monotone increasing.

Proof. By Lemma B.7 in [13] the shifted operatorAs
L satisfies the maximum principle,

hence the inverse(As
L)

−1 : X →W s,p is monotone increasing.
Now we will show that the operatorF s

w is monotone decreasing inφ. Given any two
functionsφ2, φ1 ∈ [φ−, φ+]s,p with φ2 > φ1, we have

F s
w(φ2)− F s

w(φ1) = (5.22)








aτ
[

φ5
2 − φ5

1

]

− (a+ awψ)[φ2 − φ1]− aρ
[

φ−3
2 − φ−3

1

]

− aw

[

φ−7
2 − φ−7

1

]

,
(1
2
τ − θ−/4)[(γI(φ2))

3 − (γI(φ1))
3]

−((1
2
τ + 1

8
|θ−|)B

6)[(γI(φ2))
−3 − (γI(φ1))

−3]− aI [γI(φ2)− γI(φ1)],
−aE [γE(φ2)− γE(φ1)]









.

The inequalities (4.24), the condition0 < φ1 6 φ2, and the choice ofas imply that

F s
w(φ2)− F s

w(φ1) 6 0,

which establishes thatF s
w is monotone decreasing.
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Both the operator(As
L)

−1 and the map−F s
w are monotone increasing, therefore the

composition mapT s(·, aw) = −(As
L)

−1F s
w(·) is also monotone increasing. �

Lemma 5.3. (Barriers for T and the Hamiltonian constraint) Let the conditions of
Lemma 5.2 hold, withφ− andφ+ sub- and super-solutions of the Hamiltonian constraint
equation(5.5), respectively. Then, we haveT s(φ+, aw) 6 φ+ andT s(φ−, aw) > φ−.

Proof. We have

φ+ − T s(φ+, aw) = (As
L)

−1
[

As
L(φ+) + F s

w(φ+)
]

,

which is nonnegative sinceφ+ is a super-solution and(As
L)

−1 is linear and monotone
increasing. The proof of the other inequality is completelyanalogous. �

Since we are no longer using normal order cones, our non-empty, convex, closed in-
terval[φ−, φ+]s,p is not necessarily bounded as a subset ofW s,p. Therefore, we also need
a priori bounds in the norm onW s,p to ensure the Picard iterates stay inside the intersec-
tion of the interval with the closed ballBM in W s,p of radiusM , centered at the origin.
We first establish a lemma to this effect that will be useful for both the non-CMC and
CMC cases.

Lemma 5.4. (Invariance ofT on the ball BM ) Let the conditions of Lemma 5.1 hold,
and letaw ∈ W s−2,p. Additionally assume thats ∈ (1 + 3

p
− 4

α
,∞). Then for any

s̃ ∈ (1 + 3
p
− 4

α
,min{s, 1 + 3

p
}) with (α > 4), and for somet ∈ (1 + 3

p
− 4

α
, s̃), there

exists a closed ballBM ⊂W s̃,p of radiusM = O
(

[1 + ‖aw‖s−2,p]
s̃/(s̃−t)

)

such that

φ ∈ [φ−, φ+]s̃,p ∩ BM ⇒ T s(φ, aw) ∈ BM .

Proof. From Lemma 5.1, there existt ∈ (1 + 3
p
− 4

α
, s̃) andC1, C2 > 0 such that

‖T s(φ, aw)‖s̃,p 6 C1(1 + ‖aw‖s−2,p)‖φ‖t,p + C2, ∀φ ∈ [φ−, φ+]s̃,p.

For anyε > 0, the norm‖φ‖t,p can be bounded by the interpolation estimate

‖φ‖t,p 6 ε‖φ‖s̃,p + Cε−t/(s̃−t)‖φ‖p,

whereC is a constant independent ofε. Sinceφ is bounded from above byφ+, ‖φ‖p is
bounded uniformly, and now demanding thatφ ∈ BM , we get

‖T s(φ, aw)‖s̃,p 6 C1[1 + ‖aw‖s−2,p]
(

Mε+ Cε−t/(s̃−t)
)

+ C2, (5.23)

with a possibly different constantC1. Choosingε such that2εC1[1 + ‖aw‖s−2,p] = 1 and
settingM = 2(CC1[1+ ‖aw‖s−2,p]ε

−t/(s̃−t)+C2), we can ensure that the right hand side
of (5.23) is bounded byM . �

6. BARRIERS FOR THEHAMILTONIAN CONSTRAINT

The results developed in§5 for a particular fixed-point mapT for analyzing the Hamil-
tonian constraint equation and the coupled system rely on the existence of generalized
(weak) sub- and super-solutions, or barriers. There, the Hamiltonian constraint with
Robin boundary conditions was studied in isolation from themomentum constraint with
Robin type boundary conditions, and these generalized barriers only needed to satisfy
the conditions given at the beginning of§5 for a given fixed functionw appearing as a
source term in the nonlinearity of the Hamiltonian constraint. Therefore, these types of
barriers are sometimes referred to aslocal barriers, in that the coupling to the momentum
constraint is ignored. In order to establish existence results for the coupled system in the
non-CMC case, it will be critical that the sub- and super-solutions satisfy one additional
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property that now reflects the coupling, giving rise to the term global barriers. It will be
useful now to define this global property precisely.

Definition 6.1. A sub-solutionφ− is calledglobal iff it is a sub-solution of(5.5) for all
vector fieldswφ solution of (4.3) with source functionφ ∈ [φ−,∞) ∩ W s,p. A super-
solutionφ+ is called global iff it is a super-solution of(5.5) for all vector fieldswφ

solution of (4.3) with source functionφ ∈ (0, φ+] ∩W
s,p. A pair φ− 6 φ+ of sub- and

super-solutions is called anadmissible pair if φ− andφ+ are sub- and super-solutions
of (5.5) for all vector fieldswφ of (4.3)with source functionφ ∈ [φ−, φ+] ∩W

s,p.

It is obvious that ifφ− andφ+ are respectively global sub- and super-solutions, then
the pairφ−, φ+ is admissible in the sense above, provided they satisfy the compatibility
condition (5.9).

Here our primary interests is in developing existence results for weak (and strong)
non-CMC solutions to the coupled system with Robin boundaryconditions which are
free of the near-CMC assumption. This assumption had appeared in two distinct places
in all prior literature in the case of closed manifolds [15, 1]; the first assumption ap-
pears in the construction of a fixed-point argument based on strict k-contractions, and
the second assumption appears in the construction of globalsuper-solutions. In the case
of compact manifolds with boundary, the only existence results to date require the mean
curvature to be constant [13, 5, 18]. In this section, we construct global super-solutions
for the coupled constraint equations with Robin boundary conditions that are free of
the near-CMC assumption, along with some compatible sub-solutions. These sub- and
super-solution constructions are needed for the general fixed-point result for the coupled
system, leading to our main non-CMC results (Theorem 3.3).

Throughout this section, we will assume that the backgroundmetrich belongs toW s,p

with p ∈ (1,∞) ands ∈ (3
p
,∞)∩ (1, 2]. Recall thatr = 3p

3+(2−s)p
, so that the continuous

embeddingLr →֒ W s−2,p holds. Given a symmetric two-index tensorσ ∈ L2r and a
vector fieldw ∈ W 1,2r, introduce the functionsaσ = 1

8
σ2 ∈ Lr andaLw = 1

8
(Lw)2 ∈ Lr.

Note that under these conditionsaw belongs toLr →֒ W s−2,p, and that ifaσ, aLw ∈ L∞,
we have the pointwise estimate

a∧w 6 2a∧σ + 2a∧Lw. (6.1)

Here and in what follows, given any scalar functionu ∈ L∞, we use the notation

u∧ := ess supu, u∨ := ess infu.

In the event that a given functionf is defined on some portion of the boundary (i.e. on
ΣI orΣE), we slightly abuse notation and letf∨ andf∧ denote

f∨ = min
Σi

(ess inf|Σi
f), and f∧ = max

Σi

(ess sup|Σi
f).

In some places we will assume that when the vector fieldw ∈ W 1,2r is given by the
solution of the momentum constraint equation (4.3) with thesource termφ ∈ W s,p,

a∧Lw 6 k(φ+) := k1 ‖φ+‖
12
∞ + k2, (6.2)

with some positive constantsk1 andk2 andφ+ an a priori upper bound onφ. We can
verify this assumption e.g. when the conditions of Theorem 4.5 and Remark 4.6 are
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satisfied, since from Remark 4.6 we get

a∧Lw =‖Lw‖2∞ (6.3)

6C2
(

‖φ+‖
6
∞‖bτ‖z + ‖bj‖e−2,q + ‖τB6‖e−1− 1

q
,q;ΣI

+ ‖θ−B
6‖e−1− 1

q
,q;ΣI

+ ‖σ(ν, ν)‖e−1− 1

q
,q;ΣI

+ ‖X‖e−1− 1

q
,q;ΣI

)2

,

given thatS(ν, ν) = (2γI(τ) + |θ−|/2)B
6. If we apply Lemma 29 in [13] to the term

‖τB6‖e−1− 1

q
,q;ΣI

,

appearing in (6.3), we obtain

‖τB6‖e−1− 1

q
,q;ΣI

6 C
(

‖τ‖e−1− 1

q
,q;ΣI

‖B‖5∞‖B‖s̃,p
)

, (6.4)

whereq ∈ (3, α+1
3
), α > 8, e ∈ (1 + 3

q
, 2], p ∈ (3,∞) ands̃ ∈ (1 + 3

p
− 4

α
, 1 + 3

p
),

which is similar to conditions in Lemma 5.1. A similar bound can obtained for the term
‖θ−B

6‖e−1− 1

q
,q;ΣI

, and combining these estimates with (6.3) we obtain bound (6.2) with
the constants

k1 = 2C2(‖bτ‖z)
2, (6.5)

k2 = 2C2
(

‖bj‖e−2,q + ‖σ(ν, ν)‖e−1− 1

q
,q;ΣI

+ ‖X‖e−1− 1

q
,q;ΣI

+‖B‖5∞‖B‖s̃,p
(

‖τ‖e−1− 1

q
,q;ΣI

+ ‖θ−‖e−1− 1

q
,q;ΣI

))2

.

6.1. Constant barriers. Now we will present some global sub- and super-solutions for
the Hamiltonian constraint equation (5.5) which are constant functions. The proofs are
based on the arguments in [12] for the case of closed manifolds. To simplify notation,
we will omit the trace operatorsγI andγE from the boundary operators.

Lemma 6.2. (Global super-solution)Let (M, h) be a 3-dimensional, smooth, compact
Riemannian manifold with metrich ∈ W s,p, s > 3

p
and non-empty boundary satisfy-

ing the conditions(3.1). Suppose that the estimate(6.2) holds for the solution of the
momentum constraint equation, and assume thataR is uniformly bounded from below,
aρ, aσ ∈ L∞, c∨ > 0, (2τ∨ + |θ−|

∨) > 0 onΣI andg is uniformly bounded from above.
With the parameterε > 0 to be chosen later, define the following rational polynomials

q1,ε(χ) = (a∨τ − K1ε)χ
5 + a∨R χ− a∧ρ χ

−3 − K2εχ
−7, (6.6)

q2(χ) =
1

2
H∨χ+

(

1

2
τ∨ +

|θ−|

4

∨)

χ3 −

(

1

2
τ∧ +

1

8
|θ−|

∧

)

B6χ−3 (6.7)

q3(χ) = c∨χ− g∧, (6.8)

whereK1ε := (1 + 1
ε
)k1 andK2ε := (1 + ε)a∧σ + (1 + 1

ε
)k2.

We distinguish the following two cases:

(a) In casek1 < a∨τ , chooseε >
k1

a∨τ − k1

. If q1ε has a root, letφ1 = φ1(a
∨
τ −

K1ε, a
∨
R, a

∧
ρ , K2ε) be the largest positive root ofq1ε, and if q1ε has no positive roots, let

φ1 = 1. Similarly, letφ2 be the largest positive root ofq2 if its exists, otherwise let
φ2 = 1. Now, the constantφ+ = max{φ1, φ2, g

∧/c∨} is a global super-solution of the
Hamiltonian constraint equation (5.5).

(b) In casek1 > a∨τ , chooseε > 0. In addition, assume thata∨R > 0 is sufficiently
large and that botha∧ρ andK2ε are sufficiently small, so thatq1ε has two positive roots,
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with the largest being as large asmax{φ3, g
∧/c∨}, whereφ3 is the largest positive root

of q3. Then, the largest rootφ+ = φ2(a
∨
τ − K1ε, a

∨
R, a

∧
ρ , K2ε) of q1ε is a super-solution of

the Hamiltonian constraint equation (5.5).

Proof. We look for a super-solution among the constant functions. Letχ be any positive
constant. Then we have

A(χ) + F (χ,w) = F (χ,w) =





aτχ
5 + aRχ− aρχ

−3 − awχ
−7

1
2
Hχ+

(

1
2
τ − 1

4
θ−

)

χ3 − 1
4
S(ν, ν)χ−3

cχ− g



 .

In order forχ to be a super-solution of (5.5), we require thatF (χ,w) > 0, which implies
that each of the components ofF (χ,w) must be nonnegative. Given anyε > 0, the
inequality2|σab(Lw)ab| 6 εσ2 + 1

ε
(Lw)2 implies that

8aw = σ2 + (Lw)2 + 2σab(Lw)ab 6 (1 + ε) σ2 + (1 + 1
ε
) (Lw)2,

hence, taking into account (6.2), for anyw ∈ W 1,2r that is a solution of the momentum
constraint equation (4.3) with any source termφ ∈ (0, χ], the constanta∧w must fulfill the
inequality

a∧w 6 (1 + ε)a∧σ + (1 + 1
ε
)a∧Lw 6 K1ε‖φ+‖

12
∞ + K2ε. (6.9)

Using the fact thatS(ν, ν) = (2τ + |θ−|/2)B
6 and lettingφ+ = χ, we have that for any

constantχ > 0 and allφ ∈ (0, χ], it holds that

F (χ,wφ) >





a∨τ χ
5 + a∨Rχ− a∧ρχ

−3 − (K1ε ‖φ+‖
12
∞ + K2ε)χ

−7

1
2
H∨χ+

(

1
2
τ − 1

4
θ−

)

χ3 − 1
4
((2τ + |θ−|/2)B

6)χ−3

c∨χ− g∧





>







Bεχ
5 + a∨Rχ− a∧ρχ

−3 − K2εχ
−7

1
2
H∨χ+

(

1
2
τ∨ + |θ−|

4

∨
)

χ3 −
(

1
2
τ∧ + 1

8
|θ−|

∧
)

(B∧)6χ−3

c∨χ− g∧







=





q1ε(χ)
q2(χ)
q3(χ)



 , (6.10)

whereBε := a∨τ − K1ε.
Clearly we have thatq2(χ) > 0 for χ sufficiently large if2τ∨ + |θ−|

∨ > 0. Similarly,
q3(χ) > 0 for χ > g∧/c∨. We calculate the first and second derivative ofq1ε as

q′ε(χ) = 5Bεχ
4 + a∨R + 3a∧ρχ

−4 + 7K2εχ
−8,

q′′ε (χ) = 20Bεχ
3 − 12a∧ρχ

−5 − 56K2εχ
−9.

(6.11)

Consider the case (a). In this case, because of the choiceε > k1

a∨τ −k1
, we haveBε > 0,

and soq1ε(χ) > 0 for sufficiently largeχ, andq1ε is increasing. The functionq1ε has
no positive root only ifa∧ρ = K2ε = 0. So if q1ε has no positive root, letφ1 = 1 and
q1ε(χ) > 0 for all χ > 0. If q1ε has at least one positive root, letφ1 be the largest positive
root andq1ε(χ) > 0 for all χ > φ1. Similarly, letφ2 be the largest positive root ofq2 if it
exists, otherwise letφ2 = 1. Thenq2(χ) > 0 for all χ > φ2 given that2τ∨ + |θ−|

∨ > 0.
Recalling now that any constantχ satisfiesA(χ) = 0, we conclude that

A(χ) + F (χ,wφ) > 0 ∀χ > max{φ1, φ2, g
∧/c∨} , ∀φ ∈ (0, χ], (6.12)

implying thatφ+ = max{φ1, φ2, g
∧/c∨} is a global super-solution of the Hamiltonian

constraint (5.5).
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For the case (b), sinceBε < 0 anda∧ρ andK2ε are nonnegative, the first derivative
q′1ε(χ) is strictly decreasing forχ > 0, and sinceq′1ε(χ) > 0 for sufficiently smallχ > 0
andq′ε(χ) < 0 for sufficiently largeχ > 0, the derivativeq′1ε has a unique positive root,
at which the polynomialq1ε attains its maximum over(0,∞). This maximum is positive
if both a∧ρ andK2ε are sufficiently small, and hence the polynomialq1ε has two positive
rootsφ1ǫ 6 φ2ǫ. Moreover, ifa∨R is sufficiently large,φ2ǫ > max{φ3, g

∧/c∨}, whereφ3

is the largest positive root ofq3 if it exists, andφ3 = 1 otherwise. Similar to the above
we conclude that

A(χ) + F (χ,wφ) > 0, for χ = φ2ǫ, ∀φ ∈ (0, χ],

implying thatφ+ = φ2ǫ is a global super-solution of the Hamiltonian constraint (5.5). �

Remark 6.3. In order for the conditionS(ν, ν) = (2τ + |θ−|)B
6 to imply the marginally

trapped surface condition(2.33), if suffices to construct a global super-solutionφ+

and chooseB to be a constant such thatB > ‖φ+‖∞. In light of (6.5), we observe
that for both cases (a) and (b) above we can chooseB large and‖τ‖e−1− 1

q
,q;ΣI

and

‖θ−‖e−1− 1

q
,q;ΣI

sufficiently small so that the coefficientK2ǫ in (6.10)remains unchanged

and(2τ∧ + |θ−|
∧/2)B6 decreases in size. This ensures that we can chooseB > ‖φ+‖∞

in the above construction.

Case (a) of the above lemma has the conditionk1 < a∨τ , which is analogous to the near-
CMC condition. The above condition also requires that the extrinsic mean curvatureτ
is nowhere zero. Noting that there are solutions even forτ ≡ 0 in some cases (cf. [14]),
the conditioninf τ 6= 0 appears as a rather strong restriction. We see that case (b) of the
above lemma removes this restriction, in exchange for the sign condition onR and size
conditions onR, ρ, j, andσ.

In the next Lemma we construct a global sub-solution using a pre-existing global
super-solution.

Lemma 6.4. (Global sub-solution)Let (M, h) be a 3-dimensional, smooth, compact
Riemannian manifold with metrich ∈ W s,p, s > 3

p
and non-empty boundary satisfying

the conditions(3.1). Assume thatc, H, aR and τ are uniformly bounded from above,
and g is uniformly bounded from below. Letφ+ > 0 be a global super-solution of the
Hamiltonian constraint and suppose that(4τ∨+ |θ−|

∨) > 0 onΣI . Letφ1 be the unique
positive root of the polynomial

q(χ) =
1

2
max{1, H∧}χ+

(

1

2
τ∧ +

|θ−|

4

∧)

χ3 −

(

1

2
τ∨ +

1

8
|θ−|

∨

)

B6χ−3 (6.13)

We distinguish between the following two cases:

(a) If a∨ρ > 0, letφ2 be the unique positive root of the polynomial

qρ(χ) = a∧τ χ
8 +max{1, a∧R}χ

4 − a∨ρ . (6.14)

Then
φ− = min{φ1, φ2, g

∨/H∧}

is a global sub-solution.

(b) Leta∨σ > k(φ+), wherek is as in(6.2). Then, for someε ∈ (k(φ+)/a
∨
σ , 1), if φ3 is the

unique positive root of the polynomial

qσ(χ) = a∧τ χ
12 +max{1, a∧R}χ

8 − Kε,
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whereKε := (1− ε)a∨σ −
(

1
ε
− 1

)

k(φ+), then

φ− = min{φ1, φ3, g
∨/H∧}

is a global sub-solution of(5.5).

Proof. If χ is constant, then we have

A(χ) + F (χ,wφ) = F (χ,wφ) =





aτχ
5 + aRχ− aρχ

−3 − awχ
−7

1
2
Hχ+ 1

2
τχ3 − 1

4
S(ν, ν)χ−3 − 1

4
θ−χ

3

cχ− g



 .

In order forχ to be a sub-solution of (5.5), we require thatF (χ,wφ) 6 0, which implies
that each of the components ofF (χ,wφ) must be non-positive.

In case (a), we have that

F (χ,wφ)

6





a∧τ χ
5 + a∧Rχ− a∨ρχ

−3

1
2
H∧χ+ (1

2
τ∧ + 1

4
|θ−|

∧)χ3 − 1
4
((2τ∨ + |θ−|

∨/2)B6)χ−3

c∧χ− g∨



 (6.15)

6





a∧τ χ
5 +max{1, a∧R}χ− a∨ρχ

−3

1
2
max{1, H∧}χ+ (1

2
τ∧ + 1

4
|θ−|

∧)χ3 − 1
4
((2τ∨ + |θ−|

∨/2)(B∨)6)χ−3

c∧χ− g∨



 .

We observe that each component in (6.15) will be non-positive provided that we have
φ− = χ = min{φ1, φ2, g

∨/c∧}, whereφ− > 0 given thataρ > 0, (4τ∨ + |θ−|
∨) > 0 on

ΣI andg∨/c∧ > 0 by (3.8).
In case (b), we observe that ifχ > 0 is any constant function andw ∈ W 1,2r, then we

have

F (χ,wφ) 6





a∧τ χ
5 + Cχ− a∨wχ

−7

1
2
H∧χ+ (1

2
τ∧ + 1

4
|θ−|

∧)χ3 − ((1
2
τ∨ + 1

8
|θ−|

∨)(B∨)6)χ−3

c∧χ− g∨



 , (6.16)

where we have used thataρ is nonnegative, and introduced the constantC = max{1, a∧R}.
Given anyε > 0, the inequality2|σab(Lw)ab| 6 εσ2 + 1

ε
(Lw)2 implies that

8aw = σ2 + (Lw)2 + 2σab(Lw)ab > (1− ε) σ2 − (1
ε
− 1) (Lw)2,

hence, taking into account (6.2), for anyw ∈ W 1,2r that is a solution of the momentum
constraint equation (4.3) with any source termφ ∈ (0, φ+], the constanta∨w must fulfill
the inequality

a∨w > (1− ε)a∨σ − (1
ε
− 1)a∧Lw > (1− ε)a∨σ − (1

ε
− 1)k(φ+) =: Kε.

We use the above estimate in (6.16) to get, for anyw ∈ W 1,2r that is a solution of the
momentum constraint equation (4.3) with any source termφ ∈ (0, φ+],

F (χ,wφ) 6





a∧τ χ
5 + Cχ− Kεχ

−7.
1
2
H∧χ+ (1

2
τ∧ + 1

4
|θ−|

∧)χ3 − ((1
2
τ∨ + 1

8
|θ−|

∨)(B∨)6)χ−3

c∧χ− g∨



 . (6.17)

Because of the choicek(φ+)/a
∨
σ < ε < 1, we haveKε > 0. So with the unique positive

rootφ3 of
qσ(χ) := a∧τ χ

5 + C χ− Kε χ
−7,

we haveqσ(χ) 6 0 for any constantχ ∈ (0, φ3]. Takingφ− = min{φ1, φ3, g
∨/c∧}, we

have thatF (φ,wφ) 6 0, which completes the proof. �
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6.2. Non-constant Barriers. The barriers constructed in the previous section require
that the scalar curvature be strictly positive and sufficiently large or that the near-CMC
condition be satisfied. Few restrictions are placed on the size of the dataθ−, ρ, j, σ(ν, ν)
andX. In this section we develop non-constant global sub-and super-solutions using
an auxiliary problem similar to the one considered in Lemma A.1 in Appendix A. The
advantage of this construction is that we only require the metric h ∈ Y+. However, the
tradeoff is that we will require the data|θ−|, ρ, j, σ(ν, ν) andX to be sufficiently small.
Additionally, we will either have to require thatbτ is sufficiently small or thatδ > 0 is
sufficiently small, where we recall thatg = δ(c+O(R−3)). This assumption is analogous
to the smallness condition on the Dirichlet dataφD in [7].

Lemma 6.5. (Non-Constant Global super-solution for smallDτ ) Let (M, h) be a 3-
dimensional, smooth, compact Riemannian manifold with metric h ∈ W s,p, s > 3

p
in the

positive Yamabe class and non-empty boundary satisfying the conditions(3.1). Assume
that the estimate(6.2) holds for the solution of the momentum constraint equation for
two positive constantsk1 and k2, which can be chosen sufficiently small. Additionally
assume thataρ, aσ ∈ L∞, a∧ρ , a

∧
σ are sufficiently small and that(2τ∨ + |θ−|

∨) > 0 on
ΣI . Then ifu ∈ W s,p satisfies

−∆u + aRu = Λ1 > 0, (6.18)

γI∂νu+
1

2
HγIu = Λ2 > 0,

γE∂νu+ cγEu = Λ3 > 0,

for positive functionsΛ1,Λ2,Λ3, then there exists a constantβ > 0 such thatφ+ = βu
is a positive global super-solution of the Hamiltonian constraint equation (5.5).

Proof. We first observe that by Lemmas B.8 and B.7 in [13], the solution u exists and is
positive. Evaluating (5.5) atφ+ we have

A(φ+) + F (φ+,w) =





βΛ1 + aτφ
5
+ − aρφ

−3
+ − awφ

−7
+

βΛ2 +
(

1
2
τ − 1

4
θ−

)

(γIφ+)
3 − 1

4
S(ν, ν)(γIφ+)

−3

βΛ3 − g



 .

If we use the point-wise bound (6.1) and the estimate (6.2) with k1 andk2, we have that
aw 6 K1(φ

∧
+)

12 +K2, whereK1 = 2k1 andK2 = 2a∧σ + 2k2. Lettingk3 = u∧/u∨ and
recalling thatθ− 6 0, we then have

A(φ+) + F (φ+,w)

>





βΛ1 + a∨τ φ
5
+ − a∧ρφ

−3
+ − [K1(φ

∧
+)

12 +K2]φ
−7
+

βΛ2 +
(

1
2
τ − 1

4
θ−

)

(γIφ+)
3 −

((

1
2
τ + 1

8
|θ−|

)

B6
)

(γIφ+)
−3

βΛ3 − g∧





>





βΛ1 − β5K1k
12
3 u

5 − β−3a∧ρu
−3 − β−7K2u

−7

βΛ2 + β3
(

1
2
τ − 1

4
θ−

)

(γIu)
3 − β−3

(

1
2
τ + 1

8
|θ−|

)

B6(γIu)
−3

βΛ3 − g∧





>





βΛ∨
1 − β5K1k

12
3 (u∧)5 − β−3a∧ρ (u

∨)−3 − β−7K2(u
∨)−7

βΛ∨
2 + β3

(

1
2
τ∨ + 1

4
|θ−|

∨
)

(γIu
∨)3 − β−3

(

1
2
τ∧ + 1

8
|θ−|

∧
)

(B∧)6(γIu
∨)−3

βΛ∨
3 − g∧
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Therefore,A(φ+)+F (φ+,w) > 0 provided that we can chooseβ, k1, k2, aρ andaσ so
that

βΛ∨
1 − β5K1k

12
3 (u∧)5 − β−3a∧ρ (u

∨)−3 − β−7K2(u
∨)−7 > 0, (6.19)

βΛ∨
2 + β3

(

1

2
τ∨ +

1

4
|θ−|

∨

)

(γIu
∨)3

−β−3

(

1

2
τ∧ +

1

8
|θ−|

∧

)

(B∧)6(γIu
∨)−3

> 0, (6.20)

βΛ∨
3 − g∧ > 0. (6.21)

We chooseβ sufficiently large so that Eqs. (6.20)-(6.21) are nonnegative. Then choose
k1 so that

βΛ∨
1 − β5K1k

12
3 (u∧)5 > 0. (6.22)

Finally, chooseaρ, aσ andk2 sufficiently small so that

βΛ∨
1 − β5K1k

12
3 (u∧)5 − β−3a∧ρ (u

∨)−3 − β−7K2(u
∨)−7 > 0. (6.23)

For this choice of data,φ+ = βu is a global super solution. �

Remark 6.6. As we mentioned in Remark 6.3, we require thatB > ‖φ+‖∞ in order
for the conditionS(ν, ν) = (2τ + |θ−|)B

6 to imply that the marginally trapped surface
condition(2.33). We may again choose chooseB to be a large constant and require that
‖τ‖e−1− 1

q
,q;ΣI

and‖θ−‖e−1− 1

q
,q;ΣI

be sufficiently small so that the coefficientK2 in (6.23)

remains unchanged and(2τ∧ + |θ−|
∧/2)B6 decreases in size. This ensures that we can

chooseB > ‖φ+‖∞ in the above construction.

Remark 6.7. The requirement thatk1 be sufficiently small places a restriction on the size
of bτ = 2

3
Dτ . While this is not ideal, the above result still allows forτ to have zeroes

and not satisfy the inequality
‖Dτ‖z
τ∨

6 C <∞,

wherez > 1. This is the near-CMC condition. So the above barrier construction holds
in the far-CMC setting, even though it places some restrictions onDτ .

Recalling thatg = δ(c+O(R−3)) for δ > 0, we show in the next Lemma that we may
construct global super-solutions if we replace the assumption thatDτ be small with the
assumption thatδ can be chosen arbitrarily small

Lemma 6.8. (Non-Constant Global Super-Solution with smallδ) Let the assumptions
of Lemma 6.5 hold, with the exception that no smallness assumptions are placed onk1.
Then ifδ > 0 can be chosen sufficiently small, there exists aβ > 0 such that ifB = βu,
thenφ+ = βu is a positive global super-solution of the Hamiltonian constraint equation
(5.5).

Proof. If we setB = βu, and follow the same process as in the proof of Lemma 6.5, we
find that the following three inequalities must be satisfied in order forβu to be a global
super-solution:

βΛ∨
1 − β5K1k

12
3 (u∧)5 − β−3a∧ρ (u

∨)−3 − β−7K2(u
∨)−7 > 0, (6.24)

βΛ∨
2 + β31

8
|θ−|

∨(γIu
∨)3 > 0, (6.25)

βΛ∨
3 − g∧ > 0. (6.26)
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Eq. (6.25) is always true for positiveu, and we may now chooseβ > 0, aσ, k2, aρ
sufficiently small so that (6.24) is true. Finally, choosingδ sufficiently small will ensure
that (6.26) is satisfied. �

Remark 6.9. We note that the choice ofB in Lemma 6.8 ensures that enforcing the
conditionS(ν, ν) = (2τ + |θ−|)B

6 will imply the marginally trapped surface condition
(2.33).

Lemma 6.10. (Non-Constant Global Sub-solution)Let (M, h) be a 3-dimensional,
smooth, compact Riemannian manifold with metrich ∈ W s,p, s > 3

p
and non-empty

boundary satisfying the conditions(3.1). Assume thatτ ∈ L∞, (4τ∨ + |θ−|
∨) > 0

on ΣI , g∨ > 0 and thatφ+ is the global super-solution obtained from Lemma 6.5 by
solving(6.18). We have the following two cases:

(a) If a∨ρ > 0, then there existsα > 0 sufficiently small so thatφ− = αφ+ < φ+ is a
global sub-solution.

(b) Suppose thata∧σ > k(φ+), wherek is as in(6.2). Then there existsα > 0 suffi-
ciently small so thatφ− = αφ+ < φ+ is a global sub-solution.

Proof. Evaluating atφ−, whereα is to be determined, we have that

AL(φ−) + F (φ−,w) =





αβΛ1 + aτφ
5
− − aρφ

−3
− − awφ

−7
−

αβΛ2 +
(

1
2
τ − 1

4
θ−

)

(γIφ−)
3 − 1

4
S(ν, ν)(γIφ−)

−3

αβΛ3 − g



 .

This implies that

AL(φ−) + F (φ−,w) (6.27)

6





αβΛ1 + α5a∧τ φ
5
+ − α−3a∨ρφ

−3
+ − α−7a∨wφ

−7
+

αβΛ2 + α3
(

1
2
τ∧ + 1

4
|θ−|

∧
)

(γIφ+)
3 − α−3

(

1
2
τ∨ + 1

8
|θ−|

∨
)

(B∨)6(γIφ+)
−3

αβΛ3 − g∨



 .

In case(a), becauseτ∧ < ∞, a∨ρ > 0, (4τ∨ + |θ−|
∨) > 0 andg∨ > 0, we may choose

α sufficiently small so that each of the equations in (6.27) is non-positive. This implies
thatAL(φ−) + F (φ−,w) 6 0 and thatφ− = αφ+ is a global sub-solution.

In case(b) we have thata∨ρ = 0, so we have that

AL(φ−) + F (φ−,w) (6.28)

6





αβΛ1 + α5a∧τ φ
5
+ − α−7a∨wφ

−7
+

αβΛ2 + α3
(

1
2
τ∧ + 1

4
|θ−|

∧
)

(γIφ+)
3 − α−3

(

1
2
τ∨ + 1

8
|θ−|

∨
)

(B∨)6(γIφ+)
−3

αβΛ3 − g∨



 .

The equations corresponding to the lower bounds for the Robin operators in (6.28) re-
main unchanged. So in order to guarantee that we can chooseα > 0 sufficiently small
so thatφ− is a global sub-solution, we must show thata∨w > 0 given the assumption that
a∨σ > k(φ+). Forǫ > 0, the inequality2|σab(Lw)ab| 6 ǫσ2 + 1

ǫ
(Lw)2 implies that

a∨w > (1− ǫ)a∨σ −

(

1

ǫ
− 1

)

a∧Lw > (1− ǫ)a∨σ −

(

1

ǫ
− 1

)

k(φ+) = Kǫ, (6.29)

whereaσ andaLw are defined in the paragraph preceding (6.1) andk is the bound (6.2)
on the momentum constraint. Requiring thatǫ ∈ (0, 1) and thata∨Lw > 0, we find that
ǫ ∈ (k(φ+)/a

∧
σ , 1), which is nonempty provided thata∨σ > k(φ+). Therefore, choosing
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ǫ ∈ (k(φ+)/a
∧
σ , 1) we have thata∨Lw > 0, which allows us to chooseα sufficiently

small so thatAL(φ−) + F (φ−,w) 6 0, which implies thatφ− = αφ+ is a global sub-
solution. �

Remark 6.11. In Lemma 6.12, we assume thatδ can be taken arbitrarily small and we
setB = βu, whereu solves(6.18). The global sub-solution constructed in Lemma 6.10
does not work for this choice ofB. We instead use the following Lemma to obtain a
global sub-solution whenδ is small.

Lemma 6.12. (Global Sub-Solution for smallδ) Let(M, h) be a 3-dimensional, smooth,
compact Riemannian manifold with metrich ∈ W s,p, s > 3

p
and non-empty boundary

satisfying the conditions(3.1). Assume thatτ ∈ L∞, (4τ∨ + |θ−|
∨) > 0 onΣI , g∨ > 0

and thatB = φ+ = βu is the global super-solution obtained from Lemma 6.5 by solv-
ing (6.18). Supposev ∈ W s,p is a positive solution to

−∆v + aRv = λ1 > 0, (6.30)

∂νv +
1

2
Hv = λ2 > 0,

∂νv + cv = λ3 > 0,

whereλ1, λ2, λ3 are positive functions chosen so thatv is distinct fromu. We have the
following two cases:

(a) If a∨ρ > 0, then there existsα > 0 sufficiently small so thatφ− = αv < φ+ is a
global sub-solution.

(b) Suppose thata∧σ > k(φ+), wherek is as in(6.2). Then there existsα > 0 suffi-
ciently small so thatφ− = αv < φ+ is a global sub-solution.

Proof. The existence of a positivev solving (6.30) follows from Theorem 2.1 in [13].
Evaluating atφ−, whereα is to be determined, we have that

AL(φ−) + F (φ−,w) =





αβλ1 + aτφ
5
− − aρφ

−3
− − awφ

−7
−

αβλ2 +
(

1
2
τ − 1

4
θ−

)

(γIφ−)
3 − 1

4
S(ν, ν)(γIφ−)

−3

αβλ3 − g



 .

This implies that

AL(φ−) + F (φ−,w) (6.31)

6





αβλ1 + α5a∧τ v
5 − α−3a∨ρ v

−3 − α−7a∨wv
−7

αβλ2 + α3
(

1
2
τ∧ + 1

4
|θ−|

∧
)

(γIv)
3 − α−3

(

1
2
τ∨ + 1

8
|θ−|

∨
)

B6(γIv)
−3

αβλ3 − g∨



 .

In case(a), becauseτ∧ <∞, a∨ρ > 0, (4τ∨ + |θ−|
∨) > 0, andg∨ > 0, we may choose

α sufficiently small so that each of the equations in (6.27) is non-positive. This implies
thatAL(φ−) + F (φ−,w) 6 0 and thatφ− = αφ+ is a global sub-solution. Moreover,
becauseu∨ > 0, we can chooseα > 0 so thatφ− = αv < φ+ = βu.

In case (b), the proof follows by making an argument similar to case (b) in the proof
of Lemma 6.10, withφ− = αv. �

Remark 6.13. In practice, it will be impossible to construct the global sub-solution
in Lemma 6.10(b) from using the global super-solution obtained in Lemma 6.5 given the
smallness assumptions onaσ and the dependence ofk2 onσ. We include the construction
here for completeness as an alternative to the condition that ρ 6= 0. We note that in the
closed case, it was shown by Maxwell in[20] that under suitable smoothness assumptions
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on the metric (that it is in atleastW 2,p), the known decay and other properties of the
Green’s function for the Laplace-Beltrami operator (cf.[2]) implied that it was sufficient
to construct only a global super-solution for completion ofthe Schauder argument in
Theorem 3.5. This allowed Maxwell in[20] to partially extend the far-from-CMC results
in [12] for closed manifolds to the vacuum case (ρ = 0) when the metric is inW 2,p or
better; the vacuum case for rough metrics on closed manifolds remains open. In[7], Dilts
followed closely Maxwell’s argument in[20] and showed that under the same smoothness
assumptions on the background metric, and by also making smoothness assumptions on
the boundary and exploiting some additional results from[13], the standard estimates
for the Green’s function from[2] can again be used to exploit Maxwell’s technique for
avoiding the sub-solution on compact manifolds with boundary that have smooth metrics.
Additional assumptions can be placed on the other data to avoid assuming thatρ 6= 0
to obtain a global sub-solution. The following Lemma, basedon barrier constructions
pioneered in[17] (see also[12] for a detailed discussion of related constructions based
on auxiliary problems), provides a method to obtain a globalsub-solution in vacuum
with additional, mild assumptions onaR, σ andaτ .

Lemma 6.14. (Global Sub-solution withρ ≡ 0) Let (M, h) be a 3-dimensional,
smooth, compact Riemannian manifold with metrich ∈ W s,p, s > 3

p
and non-empty

boundary satisfying the conditions(3.1). Assume thatτ ∈ L∞, (4τ∨ + |θ−|
∨) > 0

on ΣI , g∨ > 0 and |σ| > 0. Additionally assume that there existsγ1 > 0 such that
aR+γ1aτ > 0 andγ2 so thatH+γ2(2τ + |θ−|) > 0. Letv ∈ W s,p be a positive solution
to

−∆v + (aR + γ1aτ )v = aw > 0 (6.32)

∂νv +
1

2
(H + γ2(2τ + |θ−|))v = η2 > 0,

∂νv + cv = η3 > 0,

whereη2, η3 are positive functions. Then there existsα > 0 such thatφ− = αv 6 φ+ is
a global sub-solution, whereφ+ is any positive global super-solution.

Proof. The functionv exists and is positive by Lemmas B.7 and B.8 in [13]. Evaluating
atφ−, whereα will be determined, we have that

AL(φ−) + F (φ−,w) =





αaw − αγ1aτv + aτφ
5
− − awφ

−7
−

αη2 − αγ2(2τ + |θ−|)v +
(

1
2
τ − 1

4
θ−

)

φ3
− − 1

4
S(ν, ν)φ−3

−

αη3 − g



 .

This implies that

AL(φ−) + F (φ−,w) (6.33)

6





(α5(v∧)5 − αγ1v
∨)a∧τ + (α− α−7(v∨)−7)a∨w

α(η∧2 − γ2(2τ
∨ + |θ−|

∨)v∨) + α3
(

1
2
τ∧ + 1

4
|θ−|

∧
)

(v∧)3 −Θ
αη∧3 − g∨



 ,

whereΘ = α−3
(

1
2
τ∨ + 1

8
|θ−|

∨
)

(B∨)6(v∧)−3. By choosingα > 0 sufficiently small,
each of the components in (6.33) can be made non-positive. Moreover, for any positive
super-solutionφ+ > 0, α can be chosen sufficiently small so thatφ− = αv < φ+. �

6.3. Obstacles to Global Barriers for Arbitrary h ∈ Y+ and τ . In Section 6.2, we
showed that we can obtain global super solutions provided that certain data is sufficiently
small and that eitherh has sufficiently large scalar curvature andτ is arbitrary, or that
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h ∈ Y+ andDτ is sufficiently small. However, it has proven to be extremelydifficult to
construct global super solutions where bothh andτ are freely specifiable. We now give
an analysis which helps to explain why this is the case.

As we saw in Theorem 6.5, in order forφ+ = βu to be a global super solution,β must
satisfy

βΛ∨
1 − β5K1k

12
3 (u∧)5 > 0, and βΛ∨

3 − g∧ > 0,

wherek3 = u∧/u∨. This implies that

g∧

Λ∨
3

6 β <
(Λ∨

1 )
1

4 (u∨)3

K
1

4

1 (u
∧)

17

4

. (6.34)

As we mentioned earlier, it is impossible to chooseg∧ small without affecting the size
of Λ∨

3 (which ultimately depends onu). Therefore, if we cannot chooseDτ to be small
(which makesK1 small), there is no guarantee thatβ can be chosen to satisfy the above
conditions without knowing more aboutu∧, u∨.

In an attempt to at least partially resolve this issue, we consider the following auxiliary
problem: findu that solves

−∆u+ aRu = f1(u,Λ), (6.35)

γI∂νu+
1

2
HγIu = f2(γIu,Λ),

γE∂νu+ cγEu = f3(γEu,Λ),

whereΛ is a real valued parameter andf1, f2 andf3 are positive functions. The idea
is to choose the functionsf1, f2 andf3 so that we can solve (6.35) using the method
of sub-and super-solutions. This will allow us to obtain a solution u that is point-wise
bounded by the sub-and super-solutions, which will give us some control ofu∨ andu∧.
The easiest approach to constructing barriers for (6.35) isto look for constant barriers.
Therefore we require thatf1, f2 andf3 satisfy one of the two following conditions:

1) The functions

g1(x) = a∧Rx− f1(x,Λ),

g2(x) =
1

2
H∧x− f2(x,Λ),

g3(x) = c∧x− f3(x,Λ),

h1(x) = a∨Rx− f1(x,Λ),

h2(x) =
1

2
H∨x− f2(x,Λ),

h3(x) = c∨x− f3(x,Λ),

all have at exactly one positive root.

2) All of the functionsgi andhi have at least two roots, whereαi1, αi2 are the two
smallest positive roots for eachgi andγi1 andγi2 are the two smallest positive
roots for eachhi. Additionally assume thatγj1 < γi2 andαi1 < αj2 for each
1 6 i, j 6 3.

We observe that an unfortunate consequence of requiring that one of the above two
conditions be satisfied is thatR,H andc must be positive, given thatf1, f2 andf3 are
strictly positive. Therefore we are not entirely free to specify h in this construction.
While this limitation is not ideal, the auxiliary problem (6.35) is a natural starting point
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in our attempts at constructing a global super-solution with a freely specifiableτ and as
few conditions onh as possible.

In case1, letα by the smallest root of thegi and letγ be the largest root of thehi, and
in case2 let α be the smallest root of thegi andγ be the smallest root of thehi. It is
easily checked thatα andγ are sub- and super-solutions for (6.35). Therefore, using the
techniques outlined in this paper, this problem can be solved to obtainu which satisfies
α 6 u∨ andu∧ 6 γ. Moreover, based on the definition ofα andγ, gi(u) > 0 and
hi(u) > 0 for each1 6 i 6 3.

Remark 6.15. We note that in general, in order to solve(6.35)we only require that the
functionsf1, f2, f3 be chosen so that there exists an intervalI1 such that the functions
hi are nonnegative on this interval. Similarly, we also require that there exist and in-
terval I2 with sup I2 < inf I1 such that thegi are non-positive onI2. Then way may
choose a super-solutionβ ∈ I1 and a sub-solution inα ∈ I2. For this more general
collection offi, it is unclear whetherhi(u) > 0 or gi(u) > 0 for α 6 u 6 γ. This
is not a necessary condition, and the following discussion suggests that this is not ideal.
However, this assumption allows for the following heuristic that illustrates the difficulties
with constructing barriers with minimal assumptions onτ andh.

So in addition to the above conditions, if we can choosef1, f2, f3,Λ andβ so that

g∧

f3(u,Λ)∨
6 β <

(f1(u,Λ)
∨)

1

4 (u∨)3

K
1

4

1 (u
∧)

17

4

,

we will have a global super solution with freely specifiableτ andh with positive scalar
curvature. Settingβ = g∧

f3(u,Λ)∨
, we find that we need to choose our functions and param-

eters to satisfy

g∧ <
f3(u,Λ)

∨(f1(u,Λ)
∨)

1

4 (u∨)3

K
1

4

1 (u
∧)

17

4

. (6.36)

Implicitly α andγ are functions ofΛ. So the hope is that one can choosef1, f2 andf3
and utilize the point-wise estimatesα(Λ) andγ(Λ) to determine if the above expression
can be made sufficiently large by varyingΛ . In particular, the uneven exponents on
u∨ andu∧ suggest that if one can choosef1, f2, f3 so thatα(Λ) → 0, γ(Λ) → 0 and
α(Λ) ∼ γ(Λ) asΛ → 0, and

lim
Λ→0

f3(u,Λ)
∨(f1(u,Λ))

∨

γ(Λ)
5

4

= ∞,

then we can obtain our global super solution. However, we observe that

f1(u,Λ)
∨ 6 a∨Ru

∨, and f3(u,Λ)
∨ 6 c∨u∨,

given thatgi(u) > 0 andhi(u) > 0 for α 6 u 6 γ. Therefore,

f3(u,Λ)
∨(f1(u,Λ)

∨)
1

4 (u∨)3

K
1

4

1 (u
∧)

17

4

6
c∨(a∨R)

1

4 (u∨)
17

4

K
1

4

1 (u
∧)

17

4

. (6.37)

Clearlyu∨/u∧ 6 1, and given thatc − g = O(R−3) it is highly likely thatc∨ 6 g∧. So
without a largeness assumption onR or a smallness assumption onDτ , it will not always
be the case thatg satisfies

g∧ <
c∨(a∨R)

1

4 (u∨)
17

4

K
1

4

1 (u
∧)

17

4

,
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much less (6.36).
The attempted construction above shows that an auxiliary problem of the form (6.35),

with positivef1, f2 andf3 satisfying1 or 2, will not work in general if one hopes to obtain
global super solutions with freely specifiableτ andh with positive scalar curvature.
Semilinear problems such a this are a natural place to start when attempting to construct
barriers with minimal assumptions onτ andh given thata priori estimates and sub-
and super-solutions are readily attained. The above discussion suggests that one might
require a variational approach such as in Theorem 2.1 in [13]. However, the drawback
of such an approach is that there are no standard techniques for determining point-wise
estimates of the solutionu, which makes it difficult to verify the inequality (6.34) without
additional assumptions onτ or h.

7. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULTS

We now use the global barriers that we were able to construct above, together with
the results from Section 4 and 5, to apply the coupled fixed point Theorem 3.5 to prove
Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. We first prove Theorem 3.2. The proof of Theorem 3.3 involves
only minor modifications of the proof of Theorem 3.2.

7.1. Proof of Theorem 3.2. Our strategy will be to prove the theorem first for the case
s 6 2, and then to bootstrap to include the higher regularity cases.

Step 1: The choice of function spaces.We have the (reflexive) Banach spacesX =
W s,p andY = W e,q, wherep, q ∈ (3, α+1

3
), (α > 8), s = s(p) ∈ (1 + 3

p
, 2], and

e = e(p, s, q) ∈ (1, s]∩ (1+ 3
q
, s− 3

p
+ 3

q
]. We have the ordered Banach spaceZ =W s̃,p

with the compact embeddingX = W s,p →֒ W s̃,p = Z, for s̃ ∈ (1 + 3
p
− 4

α
, 1 + 3

p
).

The interval[φ−, φ+]s̃,p is nonempty (by compatibility of the barriers we will choose
below), and by Lemma 3.7 on page 18 it is also convex with respect to the vector space
structure ofW s̃,p and closed with respect to the norm topology ofW s̃,p. We then take
U = [φ−, φ+]s̃,p ∩ BM for sufficiently largeM (to be determined below), whereBM is
the closed ball inZ = W s̃,p of radiusM about the origin, ensuring thatU is non-empty,
convex, closed, and bounded as a subset ofZ = W s̃,p.

Step 2: Construction of the mappingS. We havebj ∈ W e−2,q, andbτ ∈ Lz with
z = 3p

3+(2−s)p
. The assumptions one imply that Lz →֒ W e−2,q. Similarly, γEτ ∈

W 1− 1

z
,z(ΣI) →֒ W e−1− 1

q
,q(ΣI) andθ− ∈ W s−1− 1

p
,p(ΣI) →֒ W e−1− 1

q
,q(ΣI). Because

γI(φ+) ∈ W s− 1

p
,p(ΣI) and

W s− 1

p
,p(ΣI)⊗W e−1− 1

q
,q(ΣI) → W e−1− 1

q
,q(ΣI)

is point-wise bounded by Corollary A.5(a) in [13] or Corollary 3(a) in [12], we have that
Vaνa ∈ W e−1− 1

q
,q(ΣI). Moreover, by Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 the momentum constraint

equation with boundary conditions (3.5) and (3.7) is has a unique solutionw ∈ W e,q

for any “source”φ ∈ [φ−, φ+]s̃,p. The ranges for the exponents ensure that Lemma 4.7
holds, so that the momentum constraint solution map

S : [φ−, φ+]s̃,p → W e,q = Y,

is continuous.
Step 3: Construction of the mappingT . Definer = 3p

3+(2−s)p
, so that the continuous

embeddingLr →֒ W s−2,p holds. Since the pointwise multiplication is bounded onL2r ⊗
L2r → Lr, andw ∈ W e,q →֒ W 1,2r, we haveaw ∈ W s−2,p by σ ∈ L2r. The embeddings
W 1,z →֒ W e−1,q →֒ L2r also guarantee thataτ = 1

12
τ 2 ∈ W s−2,p. We have the scalar
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curvatureR ∈ W s−2,p, and these considerations show that the Hamiltonian constraint
equation is well defined with[φ−, φ+]s,p as the space of solutions. Similarly,γIτ ∈

W 1− 1

z
,z(ΣI) →֒W s−1− 1

p
,p(ΣI) and the fact that

W s− 1

p
,p(ΣI)⊗W s−1− 1

p
,p(ΣI) → W s−1− 1

p
,p(ΣI)

is a point-wise bounded map imply that the Robin boundary conditions are well-defined
providedφ ∈ [φ−, φ+]s,p.

Suppose for the moment that the scalar curvatureR of the background metrich is
continuous, and by using the mapT s introduced in Lemma 5.1, define the mapT by
T (φ,w) = T s(φ, aw), whereaw is now considered as an expression depending onw.
Then Lemma 5.1 implies that the mapT : [φ−, φ+]s̃,p × W e,q → W s,p is continuous for
any reasonable shiftas, which, by Lemma 5.2, can be chosen so thatT is monotone in
the first variable. Combining the monotonicity with Lemma 5.3, we infer that the interval
[φ−, φ+]s̃,p is invariant underT (·, aw) if w ∈ S([φ−, φ+]s̃,p). SinceLz →֒ W e−2,q, from
Theorem 4.5 we have

‖Lw‖∞ 6C
(

‖φ‖6∞‖bτ‖z + ‖bj‖e−2,q + ‖(2τ + |θ−|/2)‖e−1− 1

q
,q;ΣI

‖γI(φ+)‖
6
∞

+‖σ(ν, ν)‖e−1− 1

q
,p;ΣI

+ ‖W‖e−1− 1

q
,p;ΣI

)

,

for anyw ∈ S([φ−, φ+]s̃,p). In view of Lemma 5.4, this shows that there exists a closed
ballBM ⊂W s̃,p such that

φ ∈ [φ−, φ+]s̃,p ∩BM , w ∈ S([φ−, φ+]s̃,p ∩ BM) ⇒ T (φ,w) ∈ BM .

Under the conditions in the above displayed formula, from the invariance of the interval
[φ−, φ+]s̃,p, we indeed haveT (φ,w) ∈ U = [φ−, φ+]s̃,p ∩BM .

However, the scalar curvature ofh may be not continuous, and in general it is not
clear how to introduce a shift so that the resulting operatoris monotone. Nevertheless,
we can conformally transform the metric into a metric with continuous, positive scalar
curvature and positive boundary mean curvature by Theorem 2.2(c) in [13]. By using the
conformal covariance of the Hamiltonian constraint (cf. Lemma A.2), we will be able to
construct an appropriate mappingT . Let h̃ = ψ4h be a metric with continuous positive
scalar curvaturẽR and boundary mean curvaturẽH, whereψ ∈ W s,p is the (positive)
conformal factor of the scaling satisfyingγE∂νψ = 0. Such a conformal factor exists by
adapting the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [13] to allow for the specified boundary condition
γE∂νψ = 0. Let T̃ s be the mapping introduced in Lemma 5.1, corresponding to the
Hamiltonian constraint equation with the background metric h̃, coefficientsãτ = aτ ,
ãρ = ψ−8aρ, and Robin boundary conditions given by

γI∂νφ+
1

2
H̃γIφ+

(

1

2
τ −

1

4
θ−

)

φ3 − ψ−6S(ν, ν)(γIφ)
−3 = 0, (7.1)

γE∂νφ+ ψ−2cγEφ− ψ−3g = 0. (7.2)

With ãw = ψ−12aw, this scaledHamiltonian constraint equation has sub- and super-
solutionsψ−1φ− andψ−1φ+, respectively, as long asφ− andφ+ are sub- and super-
solutions respectively of the original Hamiltonian constraint equation (see [13]). We
choose the shift iñT s so that it is monotone in[ψ−1φ−, ψ

−1φ+]s̃,p. Then by the mono-
tonicity and the above mentioned sub- and super-solution property under conformal scal-
ing, for w ∈ S([φ−, φ+]s̃,p), T̃ s(·, ψ−12aw) is invariant on[ψ−1φ−, ψ

−1φ+]s̃,p. Finally, we
define

T (φ,w) = ψT̃ s(ψ−1φ, ψ−12aw),
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where, as before,aw is considered as an expression depending onw. From the pointwise
multiplication properties ofψ andψ−1, the mapT : [φ−, φ+]s̃,p × W e,q → W s,p is
continuous, and from the monotonicity and Lemma 5.4 ,T (·,w) is invariant onU =
[φ−, φ+]s̃,p ∩ BM for w ∈ S(U), whereM is taken to be sufficiently large. Moreover, if
the fixed point equation

φ = ψT̃ s(ψ−1φ, ψ−12aw),

is satisfied, thenψ−1φ is a solution to the scaled Hamiltonian constraint equationwith
ãw = ψ−12aw, and so by conformal covariance,φ is a solution to the original Hamiltonian
constraint equation (see [13]).

Step 4: Barrier choices and application of the fixed point theorem. At this point,
Theorem 3.5 implies the Main Theorem 3.2, provided that we have an admissible pair
of barriers for the Hamiltonian constraint and we can chooseB so thatB > ‖φ+‖∞
so that the marginally trapped surface conditions (2.33) are satisfied. The ranges for
the exponents ensure through Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 that we canuse the estimate (6.2);
see the discussion following the estimate on page 29. In thiscase we use the global
super-solution constructed in Lemma 6.2(a) and the global sub-solution constructed in
Lemma 6.4(a) or (b) or Lemma 6.14, depending on whetheraρ 6= 0 or a∨σ > k(φ+).
Remark 6.3 implies that we can chooseB so thatB > ‖φ+‖∞. This concludes the proof
for the cases 6 2.

Step 5: Bootstrap.Now suppose thats > 2. First of all we need to show that the equa-
tions are well defined in the sense that the involved operators are bounded in appropriate
spaces. All other conditions being obviously satisfied, we will show that the Hamiltonian
constraint is well-defined by showing thataw ∈ W s−2,p for anyw ∈ W e,q. Sinceσ and
Lw belong toW e−1,q, it suffices to show that the pointwise multiplication is bounded on
W e−1,q ⊗W e−1,q →W s−2,p, and by employing Corollary A.5(b) in [13], we are done as
long ass− 2 6 e− 1 > 0, s− 2− 3

p
< 2(e− 1− 3

q
), ands− 2− 3

p
6 e− 1− 3

q
. After a

rearrangement these conditions read ase > 1, e > s− 1, e > 3
q
+ d

2
, ande > 3

q
+ d− 1,

with the shorthandd = s − 3
p
> 1, the latter inequality by the hypothesis of the theo-

rem. We haved − 1 > d
2

for d > 2, and1 > d
2

for d 6 2, meaning that the condition
e > 3

q
+ d

2
is implied by the hypothesese > 3

q
+d−1 ande > 1+ 3

q
. Similarly, given that

S(ν, ν) = (|θ−|/2)γI(φ+)
6 ∈ W s−1− 1

p
,p(ΣI) and pointwise multiplication is bounded on

W s−1− 1

p
,p(ΣI)⊗W s−1,p(ΣI) →W s−1− 1

p
,p(ΣI), the Robin boundary operators are well-

defined. So we conclude that the constraint equations with the specified Robin boundary
conditions are well defined.

Next, we will treat the equations as equations defined withs = e = 2 and withp
andq appropriately chosen. This is possible, since if the quadruple (p, s, q, e) satisfies
the hypotheses of the theorem, then(p̃, s̃ = 2, q̃, ẽ = 2) satisfies the hypotheses too,
provided that2 − 3

p̃
6 s− 3

p
, and1 < 2− 3

q̃
6 e− 3

q
. Since the latter conditions reflect

the Sobolev embeddingsW s,p →֒ W 2,p̃ andW e,q →֒ W 2,q̃ →֒ W 1,∞, the coefficients of
the equations can also be shown to satisfy sufficient conditions for posing the problem
for (p̃, 2, q̃, 2). Finally, we haveτ ∈ W s−1,p →֒ W 1,p̃ = W 1,z sincez = p̃ by s̃ = 2 for
this new formulation. Now, by the special cases 6 2 of this theorem that is proven in
the above steps, under the remaining hypotheses including the conditions on the metric
and the near-CMC condition, we haveφ ∈ W 2,p̃ with φ > 0 andw ∈ W 2,q̃ solution to
the coupled system.

To complete the proof we only need to show that these solutions indeed satisfyφ ∈
W s,p andw ∈ W e,q. Suppose thatφ ∈ W s1,p1 andw ∈ W e1,q1, with 1 < s1−

3
p1

6 s− 3
p
,
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1 < e1 −
3
q1

6 e− 3
q
, max{2, s− 2} 6 s1 6 s, andmax{2, e− 2} 6 e1 6 min{e, s}.

Then we havebτφ6 + bj ∈ W e−2,q, and so Corollary B.4 in [13] implies thatw ∈ W e,q.
This implies thataw ∈ W s−2,p, and by employing Corollary B.4 in [13] once again, we
getφ ∈ W s,p. The proof is completed by induction. �

7.2. Proof of Theorem 3.3. The proof is identical to the proof of Theorem 3.2, except
for the particular barriers used. In the proof of Theorem 3.2, the near-CMC condition is
used to construct global barriers satisfying

0 < φ− 6 φ+ <∞,

for all three Yamabe classes, and then the supporting results for the operatorsS andT
established in§4 and§5 are used to reduce the proof to invoking the Coupled Fixed-Point
Theorem 3.5. The construction ofφ+ is in fact the only place in the proof of Theorem 3.2
that requires the near-CMC condition.

Cases (b) and (c).Here, the proof is identical to that of Theorem 3.2, except that
the additional conditions made on the background metrichab (that it be inY+(M)),
and on the data (the smallness conditions on|θ−|, Dτ, σ, ρ, andj) allow us to make
use of the alternative construction of a global super-solution given in Lemma 6.5, to-
gether with compatible global sub-solutions given in Lemma6.10(a) or Lemma 6.14,
depending on whetherρ 6= 0. Therefore we can apply Theorem 3.5 to solve the coupled
conformal equations (3.2)-(3.3) with boundary conditions(3.4)-(3.8), whereS(ν, ν) =
(2τ + |θ−|)B

6 andB ∈ (W s,p
+ \{0}) ∩ L∞ is freely specified. Furthermore, Remark 6.6

implies that we may chooseB to be constant such thatB > ‖φ+‖∞ so that the marginally
trapped surface conditions (2.33) are satisfied.

Case (a).Again, the proof is identical to that of Theorem 3.2, except that the additional
conditions made on the background metrichab (that it be inY+(M)), and on the data
(the smallness conditions on|θ−|, δ, σ, ρ, andj) allow us to make use of the alternative
construction of a global super-solution given in Lemma 6.8,together with compatible
global sub-solutions given in Lemma 6.12 or Lemma 6.14, depending on whetherρ 6= 0.
Therefore we can apply Theorem 3.5 to solve the coupled conformal equations (3.2)-
(3.3) with boundary conditions (3.4)-(3.8), whereS(ν, ν) = (2τ + |θ−|)B

6 andB =
βu ∈ (W s,p

+ \{0}) ∩ L∞ is obtained by solving (6.18). Furthermore, Remark 6.9 implies
that this choice ofB ensures that the marginally trapped surface conditions (2.33) are
satisfied. Theorem 3.3 now follows. �
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APPENDIX A. SOME KEY TECHNICAL TOOLS AND SOME SUPPORTING RESULTS

The results in this article leverage and then build on the analysis framework and the
supporting technical tools developed in our two previous articles [12, 13], including the
material contained in the appendices of both works. We have made an effort to use
completely consistent notation with these two prior works,and have also endeavored
to avoid as much a possible any replication of the technical tools. In particular, we
have made use of a number of results from [12, 13] on: topological fixed-point theorems,
ordered Banach spaces, monotone increasing maps, Sobolev spaces on closed manifolds,
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elliptic operators and maximum principles, Yamabe classification of non-smooth metrics,
and conformal covariance of the Hamiltonian constraint. Although these technical tools
represent the bulk of the results we need in order to extablish the main results of the
paper, we will need the two additional sets of results below.

A priori estimates for the auxillary problem. The first result we need are a priori
L∞-estimates for solutions to a class of auxilliary problems.

Lemma A.1. Let the assumptions for Lemma B.7 in[13] hold, and and letf and g
playing the roles ofα andβ, respectively in Lemma B.7(a) in[13]. Then the solutionu
to the boundary value problem

−∆u + fu = Λ1 > 0, (A.1)

γN∂νu+ gγNu = Λ2 > 0,

γDu = λ > 0,

satisfies the following inequalities,

u∧ ≤ β <∞ if f∨ > 0 and g∨ > 0 , (A.2)

u∨ ≥ α > 0 if f∧ <∞ and g∧ <∞ ,

where

β = max

{

Λ∧
1

f∨
,
Λ∧

2

g∨
, λ∧

}

and α = min

{

Λ∨
1

f∧
,
Λ∨

2

g∧
, λ∨

}

. (A.3)

Proof. The fact thatu exists and is positive follows from Lemmas B.8 and B.7 in [13].
Define

H1
0,D = {w ∈ W 1,2 : w = 0 onΣD}.

Then the functions(u − β)+ and(u − α)− are inH1
0,D given the definition ofα andβ.

Define the setsY+ = {x ∈ M : u ≥ β}, Y− = {x ∈ M : u ≤ α}. Let dx be the
measure induced by the metric andds the corresponding boundary meaure, we have

‖∇(u− β)+‖2 (A.4)

=

∫

M

∇(u− β)+∇(u− β)+ dx

=

∫

M∩Y+

∇u∇(u− β)+ dx

=

∫

M∩Y+

(Λ1 − fu)(u− β) dx+

∫

ΣN∩Y+

(Λ2 − gγN(u))γN(u− β) ds

6

∫

M∩Y+

(Λ∧
1 − f∨u)(u− β) dx+

∫

ΣN∩Y+

(Λ∧
2 − g∨γN(u))γN(u− β) ds

6 0,

where the above quantity is non-positive by the definition ofβ. Therefore we may con-
clude that(u − β)+ is constant and that eitheru ≤ β a.e or u is a constant larger than
β. But this is impossible given thatγDu = λ ≤ β. Sou ≤ β a.e. We may use a similar
argument involving(u− α)− and the setY− to conclude thatu ≥ α a.e. �
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Conformal invariance of the Hamiltonian constraint. The second result we need is a
modification of Lemma 4.1 in [13], which concerns conformal invariance of the Hamil-
tonian constraint equation on compact manifolds with certain types of boundary condi-
tions.

LetM be a smooth, compact, connectedn-dimensional manifold with boundaryΣ =
ΣI ∪ ΣE , ΣI ∩ ΣE = ∅, equipped with a Riemannian metrichab ∈ W s,p

loc , where we
assume throughout this section thatp ∈ (1,∞), s ∈ (n

p
,∞)∩ [1,∞) and thatn > 3. Let

γI andγE be the trace operators onΣI andΣE respectively. We consider the following
model for the Hamiltonian constraint with Robin boundary conditions onΣI anΣE :

F (φ) :=





−∆φ + n−2
4(n−1)

Rφ+ aφt

γI∂νφ+ n−2
2
HγIφ+ b(γIφ)

e

γE∂νφ− cγEφ− f



 = 0,

wheret, e ∈ R are constants,R ∈ W s−2,p(M) andH ∈ W s−1− 1

p
,p(ΣI) are respec-

tively the scalar and mean curvatures of the metricg, and the other coefficients sat-
isfy a ∈ W s−2,p(M), b ∈ W s−1− 1

p
,p(ΣI), and c, f ∈ W s− 1

p
,p(ΣE). Settingr = 4

n−2
,

we will be interested in the transformation properties ofF under the conformal change
h̃ab = θrhab of the metric with the conformal factorθ ∈ W s,p(M) satisfyingθ > 0. To
this end, we consider

F̃ (ψ) :=





−∆̃ψ + n−2
4(n−1)

R̃ψ + ãψt

γI∂ν̃ψ + n−2
2
H̃γIψ + b̃(γIψ)

e

γE∂νφ− c̃γEφ− f̃



 = 0,

where∆̃ is the Laplace-Beltrami operator associated to the metricg̃, ν̃ is the outer normal
to Σ with respect tõh, R̃ ∈ W s−2,p(M) andH̃ ∈ W s−1− 1

p
,p(Σ) are respectively the

scalar and mean curvatures ofh̃, andã ∈ W s−2,p(M), b̃ ∈ W s−1− 1

p
,p(ΣI), andc̃, f̃ ∈

W s− 1

p
,p(ΣE). The following is a variation of Lemma 4.1 in [13] which we need to

incoporate the exterior boundary condition.

Lemma A.2. Let ã = θt−r−1a, b̃ = θe−
r
2
−1b, and c̃ = θ−

r
2 c, f̃ = θ−

r
2
−1f . Then if

γE∂νθ = 0, we have

F̃ (ψ) = 0 ⇔ F (θψ) = 0,

F̃ (ψ) > 0 ⇔ F (θψ) > 0,

F̃ (ψ) 6 0 ⇔ F (θψ) 6 0.

Proof. One can derive the following relations

R̃ = θ−rR− 4(n−1)
n−2

θ−r−1∆θ,

∆̃ψ = θ−r∆ψ + 2θ−r−1∇aθ∇aψ.

Combining these relations with

∆(θψ) = θ∆ψ + ψ∆θ + 2∇aθ∇aψ,

we obtain
−∆̃ψ + n−2

4(n−1)
R̃ψ = θ−r−1

(

−∆(θψ) + n−2
4(n−1)

Rθψ
)

.

On the other hand, we have

H̃ = θ−
r
2H + 2

n−2
θ−

r
2
−1∂νθ,

∂ν̃ψ = θ−
r
2∂νψ,
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where traces are understood in the necessary places. The above imply that

∂ν̃ψ + n−2
2
H̃ψ = θ−

r
2
−1

(

∂ν(θψ) +
n−2
2
Hθψ

)

,

and the proof follows. �
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